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            In Las Vegas, Nev., members of the notorious Frank Costello mob 

became firmly entrenched through Benjamin "Bugsy" Siegel, who constructed 

and operated the Flamingo Hotel, one of the most elaborate gambling 

establishments in America. Siegel was one of the most notorious gangsters in 

the country, and in the East was associated in illegal activities with Frank 

Costello, Joe Adonis, Meyer Lansky, Charles "Lucky" Luciano, Abner 

"Longie" Zwillman, Moe Sedgwick, Louis Pokrass, and numerous others. Louis 

Shomberg, alias Dutch Goldberg, was one of the most powerful gangsters in 

America in the early 1930's, and was also associated with this group in the East. 

            It is claimed that Siegel was brought to the west coast by Joe Adonis. 

 

 

  

DUNES 1955 to 1960 

 

 

Movie magnate Al Gottesman, along with two men from Las Vegas, purchased a 

horse ranch property from an estate for $58,000. Gottesman was to receive 50% 

of the profits from an immediate resale of the land, hotel and nine points of 

the casino take. Of that amount, $20,000 was for the initial escrow and an 

additional $38,000 to purchase the property. This payment was one-tenth of 

the full price of the $380,000 for the land. Gottesman then added another 

$16,000 for the preliminary plans for which he was to receive a refund. It 

turned out that these two gentlemen also secured an agreement from an 

investment group from Rhode Island to sublease the hotel in the event it was 

built. The middlemen got lost in the shuffle and Gottesman, Joe Sullivan of 

the Rhode Island Group, and Bob Rice, a Beverly Hills costume jeweler, became 

owners of the property. A total amount of $2 million was now invested into 

the property before building even began. 

The resort was designed by Robert Dorr, Jr., of the Warner Agency of 

Hollywood and architectural engineer John Replogle, was built by the McNeil 

Construction Co. of Los Angeles. The general contract was assisted by Taylor 

Steel of Henderson and Brown and Foust Air Conditioning Company of Las Vegas. 
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Dunes being built across from Flamingo 

In December, 1954, an announcement stated "The Dunes, a $5 million investment 

headed by Providence restaurateur Joseph Sullivan and Alfred Gottsman of 

Coral Gables, Florida." 

In March of 1955, the Nevada Tax Commission deferred the license upon further 

investigation of Benjamin Lassof - 9%, Jason Tarsey - 6-1/2%, and Alexander 

Barad - 3%. Other interests were asked some time ago and had been reported to 

the Commission following investigation by agents for the NTC. It was also 

rumored that the Syndicate's Rhode Island boss, Raymond Patriarca, but I 

can't locate any facts to substantiate this rumor. 

On May 4, 1955, the Gaming Commission granted the licenses for the Dunes to 

Jason I. Tarsey for 6-1/2%, and Alexander Barad for 3%. The Commission 

deferred the license of Benjamin Lassoff for 9%. 

The following depict the slot machines being delivered, Dick Haymes' 

publicity pictures, an ad for the opening, and the opening night show New 

York-Paris-Parasise. 
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With the additional financial assistance of the Teamsters Pension Fund, the 

85 acre, $3.5 million, 200 room Dunes opened on May 23, 1955. Hollywood 

musical star Vera-Ellen and a cast of 60 opened the Arabian Room with New 

York-Paris-Paridise. 

 

Central States, Southeast, Southwest Areas Pension Fund 

Once nicknamed "the mob's bank," the Teamsters Union's Central States, 

Southeast, Southwest Areas Pension Fund, based in Chicago, played a major—and 
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infamous—role in the rapid expansion of the Las Vegas hotel-casino industry 

following World War II. From 1958 to 1977, the pension fund's almost $250 

million worth of low-interest loans to casino developers, many with ties to 

organized crime, brought unprecedented growth to the Las Vegas Strip and the 

city's downtown. In return, the crime groups reaped untold millions in 

secretly skimmed profits. 

While he was vice president of the Teamsters Union in 1955, forty-two-year-

old James Riddle "Jimmy" Hoffa met with businesses employing the union's 

truck drivers and warehouse workers from the Midwest and Southern regions. 

They negotiated the Teamsters' first centralized pension contract. The union 

assessed each employee a monthly fee of $2 for the pension fund, which raised 

$800,000 a month, or $10 million that first year. The fees were deposited 

into bank accounts meant to pay union retirees. At the time, Hoffa was using 

Chicago organized crime figure Paul "Red" Dorfman to help him create union 

locals with new members devoted to Hoffa. He considered the pension fund as a 

bank to be used to invest in real estate loans, often charging only six 

percent interest to his friends, allies, and mob associates. Hoffa charged 

kickbacks, usually a "finders fee" of ten percent of the loan amount. 

Hoffa's first two loans in Las Vegas came in 1958, including one for $4 

million to the Dunes Hotel, run by James "Jake" Gottlieb (a recipient of 

Teamster pension fund loans in Chicago) and Major A. Riddle. Another $250,000 

went to Las Vegas Sun newspaper publisher Hank Greenspun to build the 

Paradise Valley Golf Course (now the Las Vegas National Golf Club). Greenspun 

later received a second loan of $250,000. 

The next year, the fund lent Hoffa's old friend, Morris "Moe" Dalitz, $1 

million to build Sunrise Hospital, a private medical center set up for hotel 

and other union workers. Dalitz was a former Cleveland mobster and bootlegger 

who had operated the Desert Inn hotel-casino since 1950. The fund soon backed 

loans to Dalitz for hotel-casinos he controlled: the Stardust ($6 million) in 

1960 and Fremont ($4 million) in 1961. 

Additional loans from the fund flowed to the Desert Inn and a list of new 

hotel-casino projects on or near the Las Vegas Strip: Caesars Palace, 

the Landmark, the Aladdin, Circus Circus, and the Four Queens in downtown Las 

http://www.onlinenevada.org/las_vegas_strip:_the_first_boom
http://www.onlinenevada.org/teamsters_union
http://www.onlinenevada.org/dunes_hotel
http://www.onlinenevada.org/las_vegas_sun
http://www.onlinenevada.org/desert_inn
http://www.onlinenevada.org/caesars_palace
http://www.onlinenevada.org/landmark_hotel
http://www.onlinenevada.org/aladdin_hotel
http://www.onlinenevada.org/circus_circus
http://www.onlinenevada.org/four_queens_and_fremont
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Vegas. Other loans were approved for casinos in Lake Tahoe and Reno as well 

as a lakeside development in Overton, Nevada. 

Underworld figures earned millions by arranging for conspirators inside the 

casinos to "skim," or remove, untraceable cash from gaming tables and slot 

machines, then use curriers to distribute the currency to hidden investors. 

Thus, these casinos underreported the actual income taken from gamblers in 

order to hide the extent of their profits from local, state, and federal 

governments, and to avoid paying taxes. 

In 1963, the pension fund held assets worth $213 million, nearly two-thirds 

of it in real estate loans across the country, mainly in hotels, shopping 

centers, and commercial buildings. Hoffa personally made the arrangements for 

loans to Dalitz, and later to new Dunes hotel operator Morris Shenker, with 

input from labor racketeers Allen Dorfman in Chicago and Bill Presser from 

Cleveland. 

The fund's largest casino loan in Las Vegas in the 1960s went to Caesars 

Palace operator Jay Sarno, who received $20.4 million from 1965 to 1972. 

Federal investigators alleged that Sarno–who opened Caesars Palace in 1966 

and Circus Circus in 1968–served as the "front man" for organized crime 

leaders from the Midwest and Northeast who in 1965 conferred in Palm Springs, 

Calif., to decide how to divide the cash to be skimmed from Caesars. 

As Hoffa was about to serve a prison sentence for jury tampering in 1967, he 

secretly assigned control of the Teamster fund to Allen Dorfman, who ran it 

with Teamster union official Roy Williams. By 1974, the fund had approved $1 

billion worth of real estate loans, rivaling many American banks. Kansas City 

organized crime leader Nick Civella and Cleveland mob associate Milton 

Rockman had each gained influence with some of the fund's trustees who 

approved new loans. 

By far the fattest loan to a Las Vegas hotel operator came in 1974, when 

Dorfman—at the behest of mob boss Frank Balistrieri of Milwaukee and Civella—

endorsed thirty-one-year-old California investor Allen Glick's effort to 
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borrow $62.7 million to buy the Stardust and Fremont hotels for Glick's 

Argent Corporation. Under pressure from the crime bosses, Glick installed 

Frank "Lefty" Rosenthal and Carl Thomas into management positions with the 

Argent casinos. Rosenthal and Thomas oversaw a covert cash skimming operation 

for the mob leaders. 

In 1979, Nevada gaming control authorities found evidence that $7 million had 

been skimmed at the Stardust. The state fined Glick, who insisted that he 

knew nothing about the skimming. In 1983, a federal grand jury in Kansas City 

indicted fifteen organized crime figures on charges related to skimming at 

the Argent casinos, and in 1984, eleven of them received long prison terms. 

While Hoffa was in prison from 1967 to 1971, Frank Fitzsimmons took over as 

Teamster union president. In 1971, President Richard Nixon pardoned Hoffa and 

ordered him released from prison. Hoffa disappeared in 1975, the suspected 

murder victim of rival underworld players. 

By 1977, the Teamster pension fund started by Hoffa had lent $240 million to 

Las Vegas hotels, equal to nearly a quarter of its total loans. That year, 

amid charges of organized crime control, the U.S. government forced the union 

to cede oversight of the fund to outside regulators. The union would lend no 

more money to Nevada casinos. Nevertheless, the fund proved that a 

significant amount of the expansion and success of the Las Vegas casino 

industry in the 1950s, 1960s, and 1970s resulted from major financing 

provided by a source closely associated with organized crime. 

Geographic Area:  

Southern Nevada›Clark County›Las Vegas 

 

 

 

http://www.onlinenevada.org/location/southern-nevada
http://www.onlinenevada.org/location/clark-county
http://www.onlinenevada.org/location/las-vegas
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The Dunes opened within a month of the Riviera and Royal Nevada. Unlike the 

Riviera, the Dunes as well as the Royal Nevada, were in the low rise motel 

tradition. With the slogan "The Miracle in the Desert" the Dunes' theme was 

Arabian. Dunes' porte cochere was both modern and nomadic, with sloping 

stucco walls that echoed desert tents. A 48 foot sultan created by Kermit 

Hawkins was placed on top of the Dunes welcoming patrons to the resort (See 

Kermit Hawkins' page off the Dunes Index page). The Sultan's turban was 

fitted with a diamond, actually an oversized, gem cut car headlight, which 

sparkled from miniature minarets on the hotel's roof. 
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The Dunes stood on 3650 Las Vegas Boulevard South, diagonal to the Flamingo 

and was the hotel farthest south on the Strip and was surrounded by palm 

trees. Martin Black was chosen as Publicist and Bunny Sloss was Social 

Director. 

  

  

 

Donated by Lew Averill 

"Modern in form, with cool, clean lines, Las Vegas' newest luxury hotel, the 

Dunes, has employed some of America's leading designers to transform its 

interior into a 20th Century version of the legendary Baghdad of the Arabian 

Nights, and the atmosphere of the Thousand and One Nights, with its lush and 

lovely fairy tale quality, has been recreated at the Dunes. 

The Dunes is designed to grow. Located on an 85-acre site, it fronts for 

almost a quarter of a mile on Highway 91. Its main buildings center on a 

giant patio 86,000 square feet in area. The Dunes opens with 200 rooms, but 

plans are under way to turn it into a virtual resort city in itself, 

incorporating an elaborate, self-contained shopping center and several dozen 

private estates. 

In entertainment the Dunes strikes out in a bold new direction. The Dunes is 

bringing Broadway to Las Vegas in a lavish, high, wide and handsome manner 

that signals a complete departure from night club tradition. 

The magnificent Arabian Room at the Dunes is the only restaurant in America 

which is fully dimensioned, carefully and expensively designed Broadway 

theater. On its 65x35 foot stage, the dimensions of which compare favorably 

with those of the Broadway showcases, and whose staging, lighting and other 

technical features and facilities are so new in design that few American 

theaters can claim them, the Dunes presents musical productions which will be 

the last word in color and spectacle, and which for finesse, verve, style and 

humor are in the authentic Ziegfeld tradition. 
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The Magic Carpet extravaganzas at the Dunes are written, designed, scored and 

choreographed as a completely original, completely unified show under the 

direction of Robert Nesbitt, Europe's leading producer of musical revues. 

The Arabian Room's Magic Carpet revues features a cast of 50, including 30 

showgirls and dancers. 

Nesbitt utilizes such spectacular physical features as a double revolving 

stage and a "floating" stage, and a remote control lighting system, 

incorporating the famous Eisenhower lighting console, to achieve effects now 

possible at the Radio City Music Hall and in the major TV broadcasting 

centers. 

The giant V-shaped swimming pool at the Dunes is the largest in America. Its 

design is dramatic and unusual. In reality it is a double sized Olympic pool. 

It is 90 feet at its maximum width and each prong of the V is 90 feet long. A 

fountain surmounted by three sculptured sea horses, rises from the center of 

the pool. Another feature of the Dunes, coordinating with the swimming pool, 

is a lagoon 150 feet in length and 30 feet wide, which forms the shaft of an 

immense arrow, of which the swimming pool is the massive head. This lagoon - 

or reflection pool- is planted with white lilies and contains two illuminated 

fountains and islands planted with weeping willow. During the summer months 

the pool can be frozen for ice skating and figure skating exhibitions. 
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One of the great electrical displays of all time has been created to 

advertise the Dunes. The sign appears atop the facade of the hotel. A scene 

out of the Arabian Nights dazzles the eye in the person of a dashing, 

handsome sheik of old Baghdad, a sculptured, vividly colored figure who 

stands 30 feet high from plume tip to toe, white teeth flashing, the diamond 

in his turban (in reality a gem-cut overside automobile headlight) speaking 

brilliant. He stands amid rolling sand dunes, arms akimbo, his midnight-blue 

cape falling gracefully from his shoulders. In the distance, half-hidden 

among the rolling dunes, the domes and minarets of two fabled cities of the 

Thousand and One Nights are seen." - Las Vegas Magazine, June 1955 

After the opening of the Dunes on May 23rd, Frank Sinatra bundled a crowd of 

celebrities off to the Moulin Rouge. In the party were Billy Eclstome, Mitzi 

Gaynor and Hedda Hopper. 
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Attending the opening was Mrs. Joe Sullivan, Caesar Romero, and Harry Ritz. 

Lori Nelson and Tab Hunter flew out from Hollywood to attend the opening. 

  

  

By July of 1955, it was determined that the entertainment at the resort 

needed a lift. Dunes asked Sahara publicist Stan Irwin to temporarily go back 

to his entertainment roots during his Club Bingo days, and book at the resort 

which he agreed to do. As was when he appeared at Club Bingo, Irwin was a hit 

with patrons and locals alike. Even though Wally Cox (Mr. Peepers/voice of 

cartoon's Underdog) bombed when he appeared at the resort, he complied with 

his contract obligations showing up every night, even though the spotlight 

wasn't on him. They attempted to release Cox from the contract but Cox 

refused, wanting the money. 

On July 27, 1955, the Gaming Commission granted Los Angeles resident, Kirk 

Kerkorian's application for 3% interest in the Dunes. 

On July 28, 1955, Dunes operators applied to the Nevada Tax Commission to 

borrow $190,000 from Benjamin Lassoff, oft-deferred licensee for the Dunes. 
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The Commission decided to defer this action until an investigation was 

conducted on Benjamin Lassoff. Kirk Kerkorian who was listed as an airplane 

dealer, filled out an application to pay $144,000 for 3% of the resort. Since 

he was unknown, the Commission put his application on hold until he could be 

investigated. 

On August 16, 1955, the Board of Directors met to discuss an offer by a group 

headed by Eddie Levinson of the Sands to purchase the Dunes. At the same 

time, Levinson was seeking a gaming license for the Fremont Hotel downtown 

that was still being constructed. The Gaming Board stated that have not 

received a gaming license for Levinson regarding the Dunes but were expecting 

to receive one soon. 

On August 17, 1955, negotiations continued regarding the failing Dunes. 

Alfred Gottesman, Vice President and principal stockholder of the Dunes 

stated "I may be selling out but not yet." 

On August 18, 1955, Dunes representatives stated that she had encountered 

financial problems because of a persistent losing streak in the casino. Jake 

Freedman stated that if they were approved, Edward Levinson would be in 

charge of the casino, Sands gambling boss Carl Cohen would be in an advisory 

position at the Dunes, and Sands Publicity Director Jack Entratter would hold 

the same position at the Dunes. It was pointed out that these gentlemen made 

the Sands a great success and they would surely be able to do the same at the 

Dunes. 

On August 25, 1955, the Gaming Board recommended approval of the gambling 

license to the stockholders of the Sands to lease the Dunes for a 10 year 

period of time. The Board's action was subject to review on August 31st by 

the State Tax Commission. If the Commission approved, the Sands group would 

be pay $600,000 rent annually for two years and $650,000 a year thereafter. 

They would immediately place $600,000 in escrow representing the first year's 

rent to pay off current obligations the Dunes' owners owed. In addition, the 

Sands Group had to deposit $350,000 immediately to subsidize the casino. At 

the same time, the Gaming Board approved a gambling license to Michael 

Shapiro, a Los Angeles gambler, for 4% in the Sands, and 4% in the Dunes for 

a total investment of $100,000. Shapiro's reference was that he was formerly 

licensed at the Flamingo 

Jake Freedman prompted loaned its top executives Chuck Bennett, Charlie 

Turner, and Ed Levinson, as well as celebrity magnet, Jack Entratter to 

revive the resort. A surprise guest appearance was made by Frank Sinatra 

dressed as a sultan. Entratter who brought top names to the Sands attempted 

to do the same with the Dunes by bringing in Maurice Chevalier, Page & Bray, 

Cab Calloway, and Sophie Tucker. 
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Freedman/Sinatra/Entratter 

1st 2 pics donated by Jeff Cross 

Of course everyone was doing double duty such as Bob Gilbert and Renee 

Stewart who handled the choreography chores at both the Sands and Dunes. 

The joke of the day was that since Freedman called the Sands "Tiffany of Las 

Vegas" was he going to call the Dunes "Cartier of Las Vegas." 

Also in July, Dunes Maitre d' Morton "Mr. Martini" Simmons passed away. 

In August of 1955, Jimmy Durante was in the audience laughing at the antics 

of Mickey Rooney and Joey Foreman. He finally joined the pair for some 

hilarious spontaneous comedy.; 

In September of 1955, the Dunes Fashion Show was one to be remembered by all. 

Sam Levene appeared, impeccably garbed in an outfit by Knickerbocker, Ltd., 

of the Royal Nevada Hotel. The commentator asked if the audience admired his 

raiments. As each item was designated, Sam removed it and tossed it to the 

audience. When he was tripped to his shorts, even though were loudly as, 

"beautiful". Sam Unabashedly doffed those to reveal a bikini underneath. 

Also in September of 1955, Dave Barry celebrated his Birthday at the resort. 

In October of 1955, Dunes installed a steam table, offering piping hot 

sandwiches of the variety familiar to New Yorkers. 

It was noted that when the Twin Tunes opened at the Dunes on October 24th, 

they were sweating a storm. Up until about a half hour before they were due 
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on stage, all their musical instruments were missing, but at the last minute 

the expressman was a welcome sight as he came lugging their precious 

possessions. 

In November of 1955, Dunes VIP Bob Rice was walking around with his arm in a 

sling. His arm was badly bruised and discolored as a result of a bathtub 

fall. 

In December 1955, the following individuals were connected with the resort: 

Jake Freedman - Owner; Charlie Turner/Bob Rice/Chuck 

Bennett/CurleyThornton/Al Blake/Harry Krasnow/Cleo Simons/Charlie Glick/Al 

Busch/Joe Phelan/Pat Collins/Morris Horowitz/Danny Cochrane/Eddie Burke; 

Boxmen Ted Gagliano/Irvin Levine/Maurice Bailus/ Fred Ayoub/ Frank 

Mariotte/Al Bailus/Duke Sarno/Junior Goodiel; Cashiers - Helen Donovan/Bobby 

Brown/Del Adams/H.Judd Hughes/Warren Cheney/Marcella Hodsdon/Wanitta Sharp; 

Maitre d' Emilio Muscelli; Marcel Orlandie - Head Waiter; Captains - Chappuis 

Pierrg/Mike Pisanello/Larry Lapenta/Richard Hart/Frank Constanten/Charles 

Gross; Reservation - Thelma Lewis. 

  

  

It was noted that that the showgirls came from six different states and 

Canada. 

In 1955, Dunes showcased Maurice Chevalier; Cliff Grass; Billy Gray/Georgia 

Gibbs/Bobby Van; Harem Girls; Louis Jordan; Kean Sisters; Howard Keel; Sam 

Levenson; Lilo; Ray Malone; Robert Merrill; Page & Bray; Mickey Rooney/Joey 

Foreman; Dorothy Shay. Jaye Rubanoff was the Musical Director. The Lounge 

showcased Twin Tunes. 
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The Hotel Manager was Larry Lorimer. He had a reputation for urbanity, and 

friendliness. He formerly served as manager at the Flamingo, and assistant at 

the New Frontier. 

Even with the assistance of the management of the Sands, the casino lost 

money and closed after one year becoming a motel or what was called a motor 

inn. Chicago trucking magnate Major Arteburn Riddle and entertainment agent 

Bill Miller form M&R Investment, Co., to purchase the Dunes. Riddle's formula 

for solvency? Stripping on the Strip. (Riddle would later buy out Miller for 

a majority share). 
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Mr. and Mrs. Major Riddle with Glenn Ford 

"At that time, the Dunes owners were Sid Wyman, Charlie (Kewpie) Rich, Dave 

(Butch) Goldstein, Major Riddle, Bob Rice, Howie Engel, and a few others who 

didn't appear on the books. I guess Major, Sid, and Charlie were the big 

owners. Wyman and Rich were both from Saint Louis. Wyman had a combination 

candy store, cigar stand, news stand and bookie joint in midtown Saint Louis. 

(It was located on Delmar Avenue).  

Major Riddle was probably the world's worst poker player. He was a target for 

about every well-heeled poker junkie. Nobody ever cheated Major.....Anyone 

was a better player." - Mike Christ, July 2002 

  

  

  

  

On June 6, 1956, the Dunes had a grand re-opening with Messrs. Miller, Riddle 

and Rice extending invitations to just about everyone in Clark Country. A 

total of 6,700 people appeared for the re-opening. The resort offered dancing 

and a free buffet. The food was so good that the resort offered another free 

buffet on June 14th. 
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Riddle and Miller booked Minsky's Follies for the new opening night with Lou 

Costello as star. While there was an initial uproar in the State Legislature, 

the show was a big hit and enjoyed a four and one-half year run of three 

presentations a night. The show set a record for attendance in a single week 

at 16,000. Not only could Costello draw a crowd but this was the first bare 

bosom stage show to appear in Nevada. With bump and grinds in the showroom, 

gamblers were more than happy to drop money at the crap tables. The show ran 

three performances each night for 4-1/2 years. 

In 1956, Dunes' Arabian Room showcased Larry Steele's Smart Affairs of 1957, 

starring Rose Hardaway/Miss Flash Gordon/Sir Lionel Beckels/Fouchee 

Dancers/Willie Lewis/The Wanderers/Leonard Brothers/Beige Beauts w/ music 

provided by Hoyt Henry & His Orchestra. (There was no charge for this show); 

and . The Sinbad Lounge showcased Johnny Olenn and his Rollin' Rockers, 3 

Sharps and a Flat, The Daryl Harpa Show, Bobby Lucas who played at the re-

opening, The Wick Wacks, Tony Foster, Dick Corvese Trio, and Guy Scalise 

Quartet. 

Riddle booked "Minsky's Follies" series, the first bare bosom stage show to 

appear in Nevada. The first of the "Minsky's Follies" series debuted on 

January 10, 1957, with Minsky Goes to Paris with Brandy Martin. 
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"A sight that makes the tourists 'pop their eyes' in awe is that of tall, 

handsome Dunes Security Guard Dick Worth. In Helldorado fashion, Dick is 

sporting the classiest pair of .45's seen in these parts. They may be loaded 

with lead, but the 2 gun holster is loaded with silver dollars and it's quite 

an imposing array of armament. The guns and holster are the property of 

Harris Sharp, County Commissioner and friend of the esteemed Mr. Worth." - 

Jack Cortez, May 18, 1957 

In June of 1957, it was reported that due to his duties at the Dunes, Howie 

Engle couldn't attend his parents 55th Wedding Anniversary in Florida; on 

June 2, 1957 it was noted that Mel Golden became Casino Manager and Bob Rice 

became General Manager of the casino at the Dunes. 

On June 30, 1957, Emily Warren was the assistant wardrobe mistress. Her 

husband, Jockey Warren of the Hotel El Cortez, surprised her with a 1957 

Pontiac for their 40th wedding anniversary. 

Also in June of 1957 it was reported that Tommy Roberts, who was appearing in 

the lounge, was "bustin' his buttons" over the graduation of his daughter 

Claire from junior high in Vegas. The Roberts' family were travelling 

constantly fulfilling show business contracts and his four children were 

transferred from school to school. Roberts was very proud that Claire was 

able to keep up with her studies despite the constant uprooting. 

In July of 1957, it was noted that Dunes gaming teacher Sam Landy was 

becoming quite a lecturer. He was booked through October speaking before 

various organizations on the art of gaming. Landy was also a technical 

advisor for many movies including Clark Gable's Anyone Can Play. Clark 

portrayed a dealer after getting the proper instructions from Landy. 

In August of 1957, one of the Dunes' dealers, Rip Davis, won a Cadillac 

raffled by the City of Hope campaigners. His wife Betty was a waitress in the 

Cirquz Room of the El Cortez downtown. Also during this month, Gogi Grant, 

playing at the Flamingo, was seen reminiscing with Bob Rice, co-owner and 

General Manager of the Dunes. Apparently they were relatives and hail from 

Providence, Rhode Island. 

In 1957 Dunes showcased: Minsky Goes to Paris; Gags & Gals of 1957 starring 

Ben Blue; Havana Mardi Gras starring Caesar Romero/Tony & Francella/Milo 

Velarde/Eva Flores/The Marquest Sisters/Margo and Julio Torres & Co/The 

Frediani's; Pajama Game starring Larry Douglas; Holiday for "G" Strings 

produced by Harold Minsky featuring Carrie Finnell/Rita Grable/Valerie 

ValJan/Sheila Ryan/The Elegantes/Harbers & Dale/The Ramses/Gautilier's 

Steeplechase/Tommy "Moe" Raft/Dick Dana/Murray Brisco; Garwood Van & His 

Orchestra; Minsky Follies of 1958 starring Tempest Storm/Stunning Smith/The 

Piero Brothers/Los Gatos Trio/Carma & Yaky/Garwood Van & his Orchestra; The 

Larry Steele Show "Smart Affairs of 1958", w/Johnny "Calhoun" Lee/Maurice 

Rocco/Mauri Leighton/Sir Lionel Beckels/The Hines Kids/The Fouche 

Dancers/Jimmy Fields/The Beige Beauts/The Modern Harlen Girls/Butterbean & 
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Susie/Garwood Van & His Orchestra. Also showcased: Barbara Bostick/Fred 

Irving Lewis; Eva Flores; Ruth Gillette/Owen Martin; Marques Sisters; Jack 

Naughton; Julio & Margo; Betty O'Neill; Tony and Franchella; Milo Velarde; 

and Buster West. 

The Dunes Lounge showcased Johnny Denis & Netta; Tommy Roberts Quintet 

w/Roselle Reese/Evelyn Freeman/Brown Sugar; Cathy Ryan. 

The Sinbad Lounge showcased Duchess-Dukes of Dixieland; Debbie Hayes & Her 

Six Madmen; Jackie & Roy; Jimmy Jett Quintet/Sherry Martin; Jodimars; Ann 

Mason; Penthouse Four; Riverboat Boys [Ed Reed clarinet/leader, Sammy Duncan 

trumpet/vocals, Jimmy Lunsford drums, Keller Merk piano, Wray Thomas 

trombone, Dargan "Peanuts" Fitch banjo/guitar, Lynn Nash vocals]; Maurice 

Rocco & the Cir-Cats; Tommy Sandi Trio; and Hawaiian Glamorettes. 
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In April of 1958, it was noted that Jerry Riley, Big six dealer at the resort 

could trace his ancestry to that great Irish King of the 11th Century, 

Terrence Phaleas. His Majesty was renowned as a great poet and lover, but 

Riley insisted he has only inherited the King's love of the written verse. 

During this time period a brochure stated that not only could one reach the 

Dunes in Las Vegas but she had another office located at 204 N. Beverly 

Drive, Beverly Hills, CA. The logo was modernized with the statement The 

beautiful Dunes Hotel and Casino Sooner or Later - Your Lucky Hotel at the 

bottom, and the artwork of the resort was more colorful. 

  

  

  

  

The brochure stated that in just a couple of years since her opening, stars 

such as Maurice Chevalier, Frank Sinatra, Pinky Lee, Lou Costello, Cab 

Calloway, Chiquita & Johnson, Frankie Laine, Vera Ellen, Cesar Romero and 

Minsky's revues. 

The resort contained The Arabian Room and The Sinbad Cocktail Lounge. 
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The brochure depicted the Lobby, Flower Shop, and Gift Shop. 
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The resort boasted suites and rooms, each with their own temperature control 

overlooking either the Sea Horse Pool/Persian Gardens or the Charleston 

Mountain Range. Double or twin bedded rooms or a suite with either one or two 

bedrooms at reasonable rates. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

And of course, the Sea Horse Pool with a beautiful girl sitting by it. 

  

  

  

  

On May 25, 1958, Pinky Lee conducted a free show for the children in Clark 

County. Tootsie Rolls and refreshments were served to all the children. It 

was advertised that "Parents 'must' be accompanied by a child!" It was noted 

that on this day, Lee entertained more than 5,000 people. The two matinees 

brought more children than anyone thought lived in Vegas. The original plans 
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were to put on just one show, but because of the fantastic crowd and in order 

not to disappoint the 200-300 youngsters who waited patiently, a second show 

was put on thus prolonging the afternoon's festivities until 6:30pm. Then for 

the cast a show and hurried preparations for the regular show at 8:15 and the 

two others that followed. Even though Lee was beat, it was obvious that the 

children screaming "We love you Pinky" was the grandest ovation and tribute 

any performer could hope for. 

Many people thanked not only Lee, but all others who went that extra mile 

including the Management who donated the services, supplying more and more 

treats as well as other services, those who worked overtime on short notice 

or came in to relieve others including Maitre d' Johnny Morelli and his 

Captains and Waitress; the stage hands; Cee Davidson and His Orchestra, the 

lighting men, the clowns, the Five Yokois, and Marquis Family. 

"Because of your generosity and tireless efforts, the children of our Las 

Vegas were about the happiest in the Nation. Even Christmas Day and the gifts 

that are there to surprise the youngsters wouldn't be a close second in 

comparison." - Jack Cortez, May 1952 

It was standing room only for Pinky Lee starring in Life Begins at Minsky. 

This resulted in the star being held over for unprecedented two week 

extension. He opened May 1st with a six week contract and the added two weeks 

took him through June 25th, making it a total of eight. No comedian in Dunes 

history had ever warranted an eight week run. 

  

  

"Almost any hour of the day or night at the Dunes will be see Lee Fisher 

dashing around greeting people, putting his OK on advertising copy, arranging 

conferences to discuss new promotional ideas and a multitude of other details 

requiring his personal attention. With all of his responsibilities, Fisher 

remains Unruffled and goes about his duties as public relations and 

advertising director in a very efficient and courteous manner. Since moving 

to Las Vegas almost five years ago, Fisher organized the Southern Nevada Home 

Sitters; wrote a daily newspaper column, moderated a weekly 15 minute TV show 

and last year served as campaign manager for former Congressman Cliff Young. 

Prior to his local residency, Fisher was an RKO press agent, and operator of 

an advertising and publicity agency specializing in hotel sales campaigns and 

conventions, plus night club and dance band promotions. He was also Dean 

Martin's first press agent. Fisher lives at 1301 E. Oakey Blvd., with his 

wife, Thelma, and his son, Earl. He was born in Columbus, Ohio, was an 

infantryman and member of the Staff Judge Advocate Corps for almost five 

years including a year in the European Theatre during WWII. So if you want to 

meet a boy who knows his job well and also meet on of the most considerate 

persons in his field of endeavor, it's Lee Fisher." - Author unknown, May, 

1958 
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In July of 1958, members of the 130th Station Hospital, the unit Vegas 

resident Dr. E. Basse Wallace served in during WWII, held its first reunion 

in 12 years at the resort. This unit took care of the second highest number 

of casualties of any unit during the war. Almost 200 of the original 500 

showed up for the reunion and Dr. Wallace hosted them all at his Paradise 

Valley Ranch one evening for an outdoor party and hot dog roast. Every state 

in the union was represented with members who came both singly and with their 

wives and families. 

In late August of 1958, showgirl Penny Davidson was heartbroken because she 

wasn't there for the birth of her toy poodle, Sabrina's, birth to four 

puppies. Sabrina wasn't stupid though, she managed to climb into Davidson's 

bed to give birth to her puppies in pure comfort. 

  

  

In 1958 Major Riddle gave the following interview regarding investing into 

the Dunes: 

"When we came into the picture, the odds were 10 to 1 against our staying in 

business more than three months. The Dunes had already failed twice, and was 

being run on a temporary basis by the Sands Hotel people. 

The physical problems are always pressing. Take that pool of ours, we pump 

285,000 gallons of water a day into it, all of it from our own artesian 

wells. And air conditioning, keeping an establishment of this size 45 degrees 

cooler, 24 hours a day for six months a year costs so much I don't even want 

to think about it. Then there is maintenance, the payroll, food, drink and 

entertainment - all of which must be run at a loss." - Major Riddle, 1958 

Major Riddle also stated that the gambling at the Dunes ran close to 

$10,000,000 a week during the nine-months season. New gimmicks to draw the 

tourists-gambling trade are only part of the answer he stated. They are 

quickly matched or out-stripped in the never-ending competition among resort 

hotels. The answer, said Riddle was "more rooms". Riddle went on to state 

that the Dunes was rearing a 20 story 300 room addition at a cost of over $6 

million which will be the tallest building in Nevada and most of the 

Southwest. Due to open at any moment, it would have its own 1,500 seat 

convention hall, to rival and supplement the big saucer (the Convention 

Center), day and night nurseries for infants and pets, a 1,000 seat dining 

room, gymnasiums and a "Top-o'-the-Strip" cocktail lounge on the 18th floor. 

Its golf, tennis and riding-trail setting would run the total investment to 

more than double the cost of the building itself. 
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"Get the rooms and you'll get the tourists. Get the tourists, and you'll get 

the profits. This is just like any other business, all it takes is good 

common sense. Here in Vegas, the profits are faster, and so if failure. If 

you get into the red for just one month, the chances of your getting back in 

the black are almost nil. But as long as you stay within the limits of your 

resources, and work to increase profits, you'll all right."Major Riddle, 1958 

In September of 1958 Dunes showgirl Joan Slemons helped celebrate the 37th 

Wedding Anniversary of her parents of Palm Springs, CA. Everyone was 

delighted when Lou Costello interrupted his show introducing the couple and 

saluting them on their anniversary. 

Also in September of 1958, Al Morgan closed at the resort after the longest 

sustained lounge run in the casino. 

In October of 1958, the Dunes and town was shocked to hear that Dunes co-

owner Howie Engel was involved in an accident which killed his wife Edith, 

and left him in critical condition. It was reported that the couple was 

struck down by an automobile in Fort Smith, Arkansas. 

  

  

Also during this month, Dunes mourned one of its own when 29 year old 

showgirl Helen Kwake died from head injuries she sustained in a car accident 

just two hours earlier. Her death marked the 21st fatality of the year for 

the county and brought the Nevada road toll to 101. Apparently, Kwake was 

driving a Sunset Road and lost control of her car entering a curve in the 

road. The car ran into the ditch, overturned, throwing her out. 

In December of 1958, the resort announced that everyone who was holding on 

the $5.00 chips return them to the resort or they would be worthless. The 

chips were being replaced with new black colored chips. 

In 1958, the showroom featured Folies International, produced by Harold 

Minsky, starring the Novelites/Norton & Patricia/Tommy "Moe" Raft/Irving 

Benson/Cee Davidson Orchestra/Tempest Storm/Paul White; Nuit de Paris;Life 

Begins at Minsky's starring Cee Davidson & his Orchestra/Gillian Gray/Pat 

"Amber" Halladay/Pinky Lee/Jolene Lontere & Eddie Krieg/The Marquis 

Family/Minsky's Models/Eva Pavlova/Martine Vargis & Co/Bruce Yarnell/The Five 

Yokois/Legs Diamond; Shirley Mille/The Dunes Lovelies; Harold Minsky's Minsky 

Follies of 1959 starring Lou Costello/Chiquita & Johnson/The Fredonias/Chili 

Pepper/Jack Hillard/Sharon Randall/Nina Varella/Sid Fields/Minsky Models/Cee 

Davidson & his Orchestra; Pajama Game starring Larry Douglas. Entertainers 

showcased during this year included Belmonts; Nancy Dru; Frankie Laine w/Al 

Lerner at the Piano; Jack E. Leonard; Betty O'Neil. The maitre d' was John 

Morelli. 
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It was noted that Tempest Storm shed 16 pounds for the part and the males 

stated they didn't know or realize she needed any shedding. 

Sinbad Lounge showcased The Great Boyer; Denis & Rogers; Debbie Hayes & Her 6 

Madmen; The Original Ink Spots; Al "Flying Hands" Morgan; The Novelites; 

Dianne Payne; Ray Peterson w/Dreamdusters featuring Myrna Fox; Tom Riley & 

The Tom Cats; Topnotchers; The Triple Daters; Howard Stern; and Wager & 

Carroll. 

It was noted that Al Morgan, contracted with Columbia Records, played 

hundreds of standards during the four or five shows he presented nightly. One 

tune he plays each time was "Jealous Heart" which sold over 4 million copies. 
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A golf course was added in 1959, reflecting the fact that men were the 

resorts' target market. The design was by Robert Dorr, Jr., of Hollywood's 

Warner Agency, with architect/engineer John Replogle. 

In January of 1959, Dunes showcased Nuit de Paris featuring Carrie 

Finnell/The Marquis Family/Trio Cottas/Ben Beri/Naja Karamura/Gwen Harmon/Bob 

Kennedy/Allen Conroy/Irving Benson/Jack Mann/Vicki Denas/Jimmy Cavanaugh/The 

Minsky Models/Mannequins, and Cee Davidson and his Orchestra. 

On January 20, 1959, the entire Minsky production appeared at the Builder's 

Convention at the Morrison Hotel in Chicago. The Builder's Convention brought 

the show to appear there at a cost of $30,000 plus travel expenses for the 

one night appearance. 

In April of 1959, Dunes showcased Nuit de Paris featuring Libby Jones, Frank 

E. Marlowe, with Latona, Graham & Chadel, Dolinoff & Raya Sisters, Naja 

Karamura, Gwen Harmon, Bob Kennedy, Allen Conroy, The Minsky Models & 

Mannequins and Maestro Cee Davidson and his Orchestra. 
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Also in April of 1959, Dunes celebrated the first double ground breaking 

ceremony in Las Vegas history when construction began simultaneously on both 

the hotel's new Exhibitor & Convention Hall and 500-car parking lot. Major 

Riddle stated the project would be completed on or before July 1st, and would 

accommodate 1,000 with comfort. The 6,600 square foot hall was integrated 

into the present hotel structure and would contain complete facilities for 

conventions, trade shows, banquets and parties, and public meetings. 

Again in April, Riddle toured Europe and visited a club in Paris. He saw 

Cocinelle and was attempting to lure the entertainer to appear at the Dunes 

in October. 

In May of 1959, dice dealer Lenny Leonard left Dunes to open a cocktail 

lounge named the Thunderbird in Hollywood, California. Dunes' management 

loaded their Las Vegas to L.A. plane with Leonard's friends to attend the 

opening. 

Also in May of 1959, Harold Minsky signed a $100,000 per year two year 

contract to continue producing shows. 

In June of 1959, Dunes showcased 1,001 Nights at Minsky's starring Pinky Lee 

produced by Harold Minsky. Also in the show were Janik & Arnaut/The Jamal 

Sisters/The Mathurins/Gina Bell/Victor Julian & his Dogs/Tony de Milo/Gillian 

Grey/Bob Vegas/The Minsky Models & Mannequins/Betty Rose/Cee Davidson and his 

Orchestra. Resort President Major Riddle presented Pinky Lee with a color TV 

as a farewell gift and for a job well done. Betty Rose was chosen as the 

cover girl for the July 4, 1959 Fabulous Las Vegas magazine. 
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In September of 1959, photographers were given permission to take pictures of 

the Dunes' showgirls performing and around their dressing rooms. The 

following are some of the pictures. 
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In July of 1959, Dunes showcased Minsky's Arabian Nights starring Frankie 

Laine. The show also featured The Tommy Roberts Singers, Ben Beri, Ford & 

Reynolds, Long Stemmed American Beauties, Rowena Rollins, Victor Julien and 

his Dogs, Gillian Grey & Bob Vegas, Allen Conroy & Marya Linero, The Minsky 

Models & Mannequins, Bill Reddie Orchestra, Cee Davidson & his Orchestra, and 

Frankie Vaughn. In October of 1959, Dunes introduced Minsky's Follies of 1960 

with Tempest Storm and the Novelties. On July 2, 1959, Frankie Laine had a 

reunion at the resort with County Commissioner of Clark County Art Olsen. 

They were both from Chicago and attended the same high school. Olsen was the 

1959 Chairman for the City of Hope. Laine volunteered to sell his latest 

album immediately after each show in the lobby. All monies taken in went to 

the City of Hope. 

  

  

Also in July it was reported that the Dunes showcased flying Indians who 

performed poolside 4:30 and 10:15pm. free of charge. The Aztec Birdmen 

starring Prince Javier de Leon, performed their ritual dances on a platform 

so small a person could scarcely see it as it sat on top of a 100 foot high 

pole without the benefit of a safety net. These men were direct descendants 

of the fighting Aztecs who nearly outlasted the Conquistadors from Spain over 
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300 years ago and clearly demonstrated that bravery was a traditional Aztec 

property. 

The Sinbad Lounge showcased The Great Boyer; Bobby Breen; Minsky's Arabian 

Nights starring Jack Carson/Martha Carson/Charioteers; Eddie & Betty Cole; 

Roberta Day & her Knights; Edmond Sisters; Earl Grant; Debbie Hayes & Her Six 

Madmen; Original Ink Spots; Hal Iverson Trio; Jimmy Jett; Lewis & Sanchez; 

Maaka Nua Hawaiian Holiday Revue; Chet McIntyre; Al Morgan; Pep Tones; 

Roberta Sherwood; Snapshots; and The Triple Daters. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

In late 1959, Dunes showcased Harold Minsky's Life Begins at Minsky's w/Pinky 

Lee. The Lounge showcased the Original Ink Spots; Lewis & Sanchez; Los 

Nortenos; Roberta Sherwood; Leonard Sues & His Dixielanders. Pat Halladay and 

Alyce Keller were two of the showgirls. 
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Dunes 1960 to 1965 

 

  

  

On January 31, 1960, William Reddie, whose Orchestra played at the resort as 

well as being the music director at the resort, was at the podium in the 

Arabian Room to conduct a symphony concert which included 75 musicians, 

including 50 strings, for the benefit of the Nevada Southern's music fund. It 

was at this performance that the public heard for the first time Reddie's 

Symphony No. 1, Toreador (a musical journey to Spain), Court Jester (the 

antics of the clown as he amuses the king), Discussion (a conversation 

piece), Gypsy Fantasy, Death of Fido, Trio for Doubles, and Concerto for Alto 

Saxophone which featured Ralph Gari, guest soloist and saxophone virtuoso. 

General Chairman of the concert Sidney Bliss stated that many members of this 

orchestra was composed of Vegas' musicians (the biggest in local history) had 

played with other symphonic organization. This included Joseph Alessi 

(trumpet) performed with the Metropolitan Opera Company, New York City 

Symphony and at Radio City Music Hall; concertmaster Harold Lieberman 

(violin) appeared with New York Philharmonic, Detroit, Minneapolis and 

Hollywood Bowl symphony orchestras; Joseph Pacey (cello) performed with the 

London, London Philharmonic, and BBC Symphony Orchestras; and Lewis Elias 

(violin) played with the Hollywood Bowl Orchestra, RCA Orchestra and Chamber 

Orchestra of Los Angeles. Tickets were - $1 for students, $5 general, and $25 

Golden Circle Donors. 

In February of 1960, the following was written: 
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"We wish to take this opportunity to congratulate Major Riddle and Bob Rice 

for the enormous amount of money and effort they have put forth to present 

the lavish show La Parisienne in their new show room. We visited the Dunes 

Hotel last Monday and would have bet any amount of money that they couldn't 

get their new show room open in time for last Thursday's opening. We would 

have lost as you know by now, for they had a tremendous opening and 

everything was in pie ala mode order. We believe that this show will have a 

long run at the Dunes and will more than justify the huge expense in bringing 

the performers, dancers and showgirls across from Paris. A tip of our hat to 

producer Charley Henchis, composer Michel Legrand, Publicity Director for the 

Dunes Lee Fisher and Maitre d' Mac Harris for their wonderful contributions 

in making the opening night such a memorable one." - Jack Cortez, February, 

1960 

  

  

Also during this year the audience was thrilled when Liberace got on stage 

and joined Pinky Lee. 

On July 22, 1960, Diana Dors, who was known as the Marilyn Monroe of England, 

was speechless when she was confronted with the surprise her husband Dickie 

Dawson arranged for her. He had their six month old son flown over from 

London to be with his mom. Dickie Dawson would later be known as Richard 

Dawson of Hogan's Heroes/Family Feud fame. 

On July 24, 1960, Bobby Breen was experiencing the "Vegas throat demon" and 

couldn't make the show. Dunes Host Billy Snyder took over at the Sinbad 

Lounge and the audience loved him. 

Some personnel at the Dunes were cocktail waitresses Kay Wilson, & Clo 

Matthews, Casino Manager Karl Maier, Publicist Jean McGowan, Chuck Mann was 

Flight Director, Judy Baker was stewardess on Dunes Magic Carpet Flight, 

Casino Executive Dave "Butch" Goldstein, and gambling teacher Sam Landy. 

In 1960, Bob Ryme became the Graveyard Boss at the resort. Ryme returned from 

Cuba where he was Casino Manager at the Hilton Hotel for Cliff Jones. 

The producer of Dors' show was Lou Spencer who once was a dancer with the 

Dunhills. 

In June of 1960, Dunes announced that she was going to have a fire works 

display at poolside at 10:15pm every evening for the entire summer. 

In October of 1960, Dunes owner/President M.A. Riddle announced two executive 

appointments: 
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Bert Knighton was named Resident Manager and Assistant to the 

President. Knighton was born in Kansas City, Missouri, was a 

member of the editorial staff of the Journal-Post until he was 

appointed secretary to the mayor, a post he held until he 

entered the Air Transport Command as a Major. After his service 

discharge in 1946, Knighton joined the staff of a subsidiary of 

the Coca Cola Company where he was associated with the late Al 

Steele. When Steele became President of Pepsi Cola in 1951, he 

named Knighton as his assistant with the primary task of 

opening new plants throughout the nation and 87 foreign 

countries - a position he retained when Steele was elected 

Chairman of the Board. Knighton was Best Man when Steele 

married actress Joan Crawford in Las Vegas in 1954. A charter 

member of Las Vegas Variety Club, Knighton also held 

memberships in the San Francisco Press Club and the Dallas 

Athletic Club. Knighton and his wife Joan, had been married 18 

years and had felt a growing kinship for Las Vegas having 

visited the city many times. 

On November 1, 1960, Dunes hosted The Annual Branding Iron Dinner in the 

Arabian Room. This dinner was produced and directed by Jimmy Cavanaugh. 

In 1960, Cafe La Parisienne showcased The Brothers Castro; The Five Brutos; 

Diana Dors/Les Morvais/Charley Ballet starring in La Parisienne; Al Hirt; 

Frankie Lane; Life Begins at Minsky's starring Pinky Lee/Billy Albert/The 

Audrey Sisters/Tony di Milo/Ferry Forst/Schaller Brothers/Luis Trapaga 

Dancers featuring Gladys & Freddy; Jayne Mansfield; Minsky's Scandals 

starring Frankie Vaughn; Les Morvais in Charley Henchis Production of La 

Parisienne featuring Carley Ballet/Les Kovacs/Les Romano Brothers/Les Rover 

Boys/Anoree Laurence/Annie Berryer/Raymond Girer/Gina Romand/original music 

Michel Legrand played by Bill Reddie & His Orchestra; Jack Cole & his 

Dancers; Minsky's Follies of 1961 starring Lili St. Cyr/Esmeralda & Pepe 

Lara/Three Monarchs/Sabra Samarr & Alan Conroy/The Staneks. 

The Sinbad Lounge showcased Johnny Adomono; Billy Albert/Audrey Sisters; 

Ernestine Anderson; King of the Saxophone Gil Bernal w/Jacqueline Fontaine; 

Billy & Lilly; Bobby Breen; Traian Boyer; The Brothers Castro; Roberto Day & 

her Knights; Denis & Rogers; Bill Dwyer/Buddy Charles; The Dyna-Tones; Al 

Hirt; Lewis & Sanchez; Maaka Nua & Hawaiian Holiday Revue; Chet McIntyre 

featuring Joni Wilson; The Novelites; Maaka Nua & his Hawaiian Holiday 

Dancers; The Pep-Tones; Don Randi Trio; Chuck Rio; Peggy Sands & her 

Gentlemen of Swing; Roberta Sherwood; Starr Sisters w/The Collegiates; The 

Suttle-Tones; Mr. Tequila; The Vanguard IV; and Billy Ward & The Dominoes. 
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Lenny Shafer was appointed National Convention Director for the Dunes. 

Shafer, a resident of Las Vegas for 15 years, had served as Manager of the 

Dunes since mid-1958. He resided at Sweeny Avenue with his wife Evelyn, and 

two sons, Jerry and Buzzy. Shafer was active, taking part in many youth 

moves, including the organization of Little League ball teams. He was an 

original charter member of the Las Vegas Quarterback Club. 

In 1961, Dunes was turned into a resort complex dominated by another new 

highrise, the 24-story "Diamond of the Dunes" by Chicago architect Milton 

Schwartz hired by its owner, Jacob Gottlieb, more than doubling the hotel's 

number of rooms from 200 to 450. The Diamond of the Dunes for a while was the 

tallest building in the state. Though it was a concrete frame structure, The 

Diamond of the Dunes was creased on its two broad sides. Deeply inset 

balconies protected the windows from the heat of the sun while giving an 

indoor-outdoor character to the highrise rooms. A nightclub and health club 

occupied the penthouse. The Dunes managed to project the elegance and 

progressiveness of modernism in Vegas. Even though the building was labeled 

as 24-stories, it was actually only 21-stories. There were no 11th, 12th or 

13th floors. 

  

  

The Dunes expansion was part of a long-range master plan allowing for five 

future towers and intending to turn it into a major resort, adding convention 

rooms, and the Sultan's Table restaurant. 

  

  

In trying to upgrade the class of people the hotel attracted, design was 

considered critical and Schwartz was attentive to details down to the colors, 

tablecloths, and blue martinis served at the Sultan's Table. 

"The Dunes Hotel completed 250 more rooms, making the grand total of 450 

(just a beginning to their goal of 950). The Sultan's Table, their new steak 

house, is one of the most plush in the entire West." - Jack Cortez, 1961 
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Inspired by the famous Villa Fontana of Mexico City, Riddle even imported 

Arturo Romero's Magic Violins from Mexico. Chef Jean Bertraneau of Beverly 

Hills prepared sumptuous meals in the Sultan's Table kitchen that were sent 

to Richard Burton and Elizabeth Taylor whenever and wherever they stayed in 

town. 

In April of 1961, Ronnie Brown, pianist at Sultan's Table, and Judy Cooke, 

Executive Secretary for ABC-TV in L.A., were married in Vegas; autograph 

hounds were in attendance when it was learned that Frank Sinatra, Dean 

Martin, Kirk Douglas and a host of celebrity friends were at the Sultan's 

Table; and Zsa Zsa Gabor arrived at the hotel with 25 pieces of luggage and a 

French Poodle. 

In May of 1961, it was reported that Convention Director Lenny Schaefer was 

promoted to Vice-President; and Traian Boyer (The Great Boyer) left the Dunes 

for two weeks to work in a movie. 

Although the Dunes was the last place of business to enter a float in the 

Helldorado Beauty Parade, they pulled down the grand sweepstakes award. 

Vaughn Monroe was scheduled to play at the Sinbad Lounge in the summer of 

1961, but was forced to cancel his contract. Bill Eckstine offered to fill in 

for Monroe. 

On May 18, 1961, Tenderloin opened at the resort and broke an all time 

Arabian Room record. Major Riddle announced that as a result, the show, 

originally scheduled for six weeks, had been booked for an additional month 

and would be presented twice nightly through July 26, 1961. This comedy was 

based on Rev. Dr. Charles Parkhurst's crusade to close up New York's sin-

filled Tenderloin District. In the star spot was Ron Husmann who was featured 

in "Fiorello" before he attained stardom in this vehicle. 

In July of 1961, Lee Fisher had a "its funny now" story when he flew to Los 

Angeles on TWA and his bagged followed later on a Western flight. Fisher 

returned on United while he briefcase followed him on a Pacific flight. He 

had no excuse for why his baggage wouldn't fly with him. 

In August of 1961 it was announced that the Sinbad Lounge would have free 

hors d'oeuvres from 5:00-6:30pm. 

On August 28, 1961, a farewell testimonial party was thrown for Father 

Richard Crowley at the Convention Center with entertainment from 10:00pm 

until dawn. Lou Walters and Harry A. White arranged the party, Stan Irwin and 

Henry Dunn were the emcees, Bill De Angelis was Stage Manager, and the 

musicians were provided by Musicians Protective Association, Local 369. Those 

who appeared at the show were Bogadadis Duo, Shecky Greene, The Dagenham Girl 

Pipers, The Florence and Fredrick Dancers and Mme. Baron's Can-Can Dancers 

from Tropicana; Arren and Broderick and Don Urban from the New Frontier; The 

Barry Sisters and Myron Cohen from Flamingo; The Happy Jesters and The Gimma 

Brothers from the Stardust; Hank Henry and The Madcaps from Silver Slipper; 

Ray Anthony and the Book Ends and Davis and Reese from Sahara; The Lancers 

and Alice Lon from Thunderbird; Arturo Romero and his violins and Eleanor 

Powell from Dunes; Kay Stevens and Mitzi Green from Riviera; Peter Lind Hayes 

from Sands; and Louis Prima and Keely Smith from Desert Inn. 
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In October of 1961, Dunes announced that its casino would be remodeled by 

Christmas as they wanted it to match the decor of its new addition; and Al 

Hirt was forced to leave his engagement early in order to be on the Ed 

Sullivan Show. 

In November of 1961, Howie Engel made it official when he gave a beautiful 

five carat diamond ring to Dolores Marts (former showgirl at the Sahara). 

On November 24, 1961, Dunes hosted a kiddie show in which approximately 1,500 

children showed up. Celebrities who performed included the Novelites, and Boy 

Pecson and Baby Aguilar backed by the Starlighters. 

In December of 1961 employees listed included Bob Rice - General Manager 

Casino; Sid Wyman/Jackie Mandell/Charles Rich/Dave Goldstein/George 

Duckworth/Frank Ivy/Frank Portnoy/Ben Riggio - Casino Shift Boss; Joaquin 

Noriega - Catering Manager; Marty Goldberg - Manager & Host of Sinbad Lounge; 

Bill Snyder - Host of Sinbad Lounge; Lenny Schaeffer - Convention Director 

(then promoted to Vice-President); Alice Newman - Secretary to Schaeffer; Don 

Desmond - Golf Pro/Manager Emerald Green Golf Course. 

In 1961, Arabian Room showcased Dakota Staton; Denis & Rogers; Dyna-Tones; 

Exotiques; Ford and Reynolds (of the Ed Sullivan Show); Al Hirt; A Night at 

Minsky's starring Tony Bennett; An Evening w/Eleanor Powell & her Four 

Gentlemen featuring Allan Drake; Bill Reddie Orchestra; Summertime Frolic 

starring Tony Bennett/The Earl Twins/Ford & Reynolds; Tenderloin - Broadway's 

Rollicking Tribute to the Gay 90's starring Ron Husmann; and Zsa Zsa Gabor. 

In late 1961, Arabian Room showcased Steve Parker's Philippine Festival 

starring Baby Aguilar & Boy Pecson/Pileta Corrales/Katy de la Cruz/Betty 

George/Bobby Gonzales/Shirley Gorospe/The Highbrows/Al Quinn/Elizabeth 

Ramsey/Alice Reyes/Ricardo Reyes/ Conductor/75 Island maidens. The show was 

directed and choreographed by Paul Godkin. 
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The Sinbad Lounge showcased Billy Andre; Gil Bernal; Traian Boyer; Bobby 

Breen; Frankie Carr/Joe Mayer's Novelites w/Chuck Leonard; Brothers Castro; 

Denis & Rogers; Billy Eckstine; Fabulous-Tones; Flaim Brothers; Gigolos; 

Debbie Hayes; Herb Hecht Quintet; Al "He's the King!" Hirt; Joseph Mack 

Quartet; Betty Miller Trio; The Novelites; Christine Norden; Maaka Nua & His 

Hawaiian Holiday Revue; One Plus One; Randy Sparks Trio/Joseph Mack Quartet; 

Roberta Sherwood; Travelers III; and The Fabulous Tones. The Sultan's Table 

showcased Betty Ayres & Her Sparkling Strings; Ronnie Brown at the Piano; 

Arturo Romero & his Magic Violins; Dino Donati at the Piano; Joseph Mack 

Quartet; Chuy Reyes; and Henry Oakes at the Piano. 
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When Debbie Hayes opened in May of 1961, people were in awe when a very hot 

trumpet appeared on stage and it was none other than Louis Jordan. No one 

knew how he got to the resort to play for Hayes. Major Riddle, Lee Fisher, 

and all the execs couldn't find his name on any of the schedules nor any 

contracts with his signature. Finally after a long investigation it was 

discovered that Jordan was a friend of Hayes and she had asked him to 

accompany her during her tenure at the resort. 

The Magic Violins Villafontana went over to Ronnie Brown's Sultans Table 

Suite with him, and all crowded around the piano on the stage in the Sultans 

Table when two of them feel over backwards into the waterfalls. The joke was 

directing these two individuals to the pool. 

In the early 1960s, a brochure was given out giving details of the resort. I 

have broken it down as follows: 

  

  

  

  

 View of the front facade of the resort and a picture of the main 

entrance. 
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 Arabian Room - "Such glittering stars as George Burns, Carol Channing, 

Frankie Laine, Eleanor Powell, Tony Bennett, Patti Page, Polly Bergen 

and big Broadway hits or lavish continental production are presented 

every night in The Arabian Room." 

  

  

 "World's Friendliest Casino." 

  

  

 "The Persian Room" Fun from dusk to dawn! Direct from Paris stage 

revues and continuous entertainment by the most famous entertainers in 

show business made the Persian Room the most popular rendezvous in Las 

Vegas. Never a cover or minimum. Sheer excitement at all hours!" 
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 Sea Horse Wing - 1. Sea Horse Wing Pool "Luxurious cabana rooms with 

sun deck overlooking the Sea Horse Swimming Pool and Persian Gardens 

created for a Sun Goddess Where languid loungers lazily confess THIS IS 

LIVING." 2. "Such delightful bedrooms and magnificent suites, just a 

step from the mammoth Sea Horse Pool." 3. "Sea Horse Wing Suite No. 200 

(parlor). 

  

  

 Olympic Wing & Pool - 1. Olympic Pool "The Dunes is the only resort on 

the fabulous Strip with two giant swimming pools." 2. Olympic Wing 

Suite No. 1364 (Parlor). 3. Olympic Wing Suite No. 1364 (bedroom.) 
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 Convention Hall/Executive Conference Room - America's most modern and 

efficient Convention Hall adjoins the Dunes' mammoth Exhibit Hall. 

Matchless convention facilities. This ultra-plush marble-tiled 

Executive Conference Room is ideal for important Convention board 

meetings and business sessions." 

  

  

 Sultan's Table - "Continental dining in a romantic atmosphere with 

cuisine to delight the world-travelled gourmet - and all modestly 

priced - awaits you in The Sultan's Table, name America's finest and 

most beautiful new restaurant by Diners' Club. Arturo Romero and his 

Magic Violins weave their own brand of musical enchantment." 
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 The Aladdin Room - "A tantalizing array of delicacies are yours at the 

nightly Buffet Dinner service in The Aladdin Room . . More than 50 

items, including a half-dozen piping hot dishes, beverage and dessert." 

  

  

 Driving Range - "The Dunes Emerald Green Golf Driving Range is the 

newest marvel of the golf world . . 50 Tees . . . Clubs provided of 

course." 

"Before she left to film The Sheriff of Fractured Jaw in England, Jayne 

Mansfield and her family spent four weeks in Las Vegas. She had been asked to 

appear in nightly performance at the Tropicana, where she sang, danced and 

joked with the audience, and could not refuse the offer of $25,000 a week. 

Jayne loved being able to personally interact with her fans, and the 

Tropicana loved the crowd she drew. Her performance brought in a packed house 

every night. It was the beginning of a long-standing, highly successful 

nightclub career for Jayne. Several years later she returned to Las Vegas, 

this time at the Dunes Hotel, where her weekly salary was raised to $35,000. 

Though she began touring with her act, Jayne's stage performances were not 

limited to nightclubs. She renewed her involvement in the theater, most 

notably in an acclaimed production of Bus Stop. "As the chanteuse being 

abducted by the lonesome cowboy, Miss Mansfield can hardly help stealing 

scenes," said a critic. "But oft times the scenes are earned rather than 

stolen…it turns out the lady is endowed with a comedic talent." She also 

dabbled in television, with cameo appearances on The Alfred Hitchcock Hour, 

Jack Benny Program, Burke's Law and The Steve Allen Show. Ultimately, Jayne 

juggled a career that encompassed almost every media facet. Unfortunately, as 

so often happens in Hollywood, Jayne and Mickey's relationship had become 

strained. They decided to divorce in August 1964, but always remained good 

friends." - Mike Christ, June 2002 

In March of 1962, it was noted that Jeanine Caire who opened in Persian Room 

originally played opposite Robert Clary in La Nouvelle Eve at the El Rancho 

Vegas which was the first French show to play in Vegas. (Robert Clary went on 
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to play LeBeau on the TV show Hogan's Heros); and the Sultan's Table was 

honored by being named New Restaurant of the Year by the Diners Club. 

In 1962, Major Riddle was saved when the Gaming Commission okayed the license 

applications for Sid Wyman, Charlie Rich, and George Duckworth, all formerly 

of the Riviera casino team. 

  

  

Also during this year Mary Tyler Moore and Grant Tinker was married at the 

resort. 

In May of 1962, it was noted that Lucille Ball would fly to Vegas to enjoy 

her husband's show. Ball had to limit her visits to weekends only as she was 

filming Critic's Choice with Bob Hope. 

When George Burns/Carol Channing opened at the resort on June 28, 1962, 

attendees in the audience included Eddie Fisher, Jeffrey Hunter, Gracie 

Allen, Roonie Burns, Ann & Robert Sterling, Producer Ross Hunter, Hedda 

Hopper, Harpo Marx,Carol Burnett, Bob and Mary Cummings, Blossom Seeley, Ruth 

Etting, Gene Raymond, Jeanette MacDonald, Dan Rowan, Key Stevents, Ed 

Sullivan, and Harry Ritz. 

On June 2, 1962, Dunes held a cocktail party poolside for people from the 

G.E. Convention lasting four hours. Among those who performed were Joey 

Bishop, Peggy Dietrick, Frank Fontaine, Frankie Laine, Charlies Manna, and 

Salmas Brothers. There was also a 30 minute aquacade. 

Dunes had royalty when the Duke and Duchess of Manchester, England spent the 

Fourth of July weekend. 

On September 18, 1962, Billy Andre recorded his album live, backing was 

provided by Bill Reddie. 

In September of 1962, General James Doolittle and Bob Hope were greatly 

surprised when they entered the Arabian Room to have a seat and everyone rose 

and gave them a standing ovation "just for entering the room". 

On October 20, 1962, Governor Grant Sawyer, Congressman Walter Baring, and 

members of the Board of Clark County Commissioners attended the ground-

breaking ceremonies for the Dunes' 22 story, $8 million "elongated diamond" 

resort structure. 

In December of 1962 trick shot artist Curt Wilson was named as the new Golf 

Pro and Manager of the Emerald Green Course. 
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On December 26th Sultan's Table hosted the 26th Wedding Anniversary party of 

the Alan Gales. Many Strip celebrities turned out. Gale co-starred with Betty 

Grable, Dan Dailey and Lola Fisher in Guys and Dolls. This was his Vegas 

debut. 

Around this time, Dunes brought Casino de Paris producer Henri Varna, then 

84, to Vegas from France. Varna created three hits and Las Vegas was 

captivated with the producer and his star, Line Renaud. 

Money was not spared as in one show the spectacular octaramic stage was built 

in Scotland, dismantled and trucked to London, shipped to Vegas and assembled 

at the resort; and, one edition of Vive Les Girls! the Apcars spent $165,000 

on costume feathers alone. 

Employees listed during this year included Charles J. Gustin - General 

Manager; Gabriel Conte - Chef, Sultan's Table; Lee Fisher - Publicity 

Director; Jake Gottlieb - Co-Owner; Catherine Mansino - Executive 

Housekeeper; Jim Prues - Dealer; Joaquin Noriega - Catering Manager, Sultan's 

Table; Bob Rice - General Manager, Casino; Mike Goodman/Frank Portnoy - 

Casino. 

In 1962, Arabian Room showcased Frankie Laine/Charles Turner Choir/Wilda 

Taylor/Charles Turner; Tony Bennett; George Burns/Carol Channing; Charlie 

Manna; Patty Page/Guy Marks; Eleanor Powell; Gary Morton; Polly Bergen/Paul 

Winchell/The Countrymen/Hal Borne Conducting; Steve Parker's Philippine 

Festival directed/choreographed by Paul Godkin, w/Bobby Gonzales/Katy De La 

Cruz/Pileta Corrales/Elizabeth Ramsey/Shirley Gorospe/The Highbrows/Baby 

Aguilar/Boy Pecson/Ricardo Reyes/Alice Reyes/Al Quinn/cast of 75, Bill Reddie 

Orchestra; Rowan & Martin; and Paul Winchell/Jerry Mahoney. Also showcased 

was Guys & Dolls starring Betty Grable/Dan Dailey/Alan Gale/Lola 

Fisher/Slapsy Maxie Rosenbloom/Jack De Leon/Jerry Mann/Eddy Hanley/Jim 

Melone. 
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The Persian Room showcased Vive Les Girls featuring Allegros/Billy 

Andre/Bat'ya/Gil Bernal/Shellis Cass/Earl Green Orchestra/January Jones/Doris 

King/Marya Linero/JeanVallin/Travelers III/One Plus One/cast of 30. Also 

showcased were Sue Evans; Al "He's the King" Hirt; Eddie Lawrence & The 

Whatnotts; Joseph Mack Quartet; Sue Roberts; Dick Ruedebusch; and The Salmas 

Brothers. 

  

  

  

  

The Sultan's Table showcased Sing-A-Long w/Effie; Alleros; Intimately Yours 

w/Jacques Foti; Linda at the Piano; Joseph Mack Quartet; Music by Jose Mario; 

Al Nichols at the Piano; Arturo Romero & His Magic Violins; Barry Townley at 

the Piano. 

In January of 1963, Tom King was doing a photo layout for Life Magazine of 

Vive Les Girls and took many pictures of Jacqueline Douguet focusing mainly 

on her. 

Also in January of 1963, Norma Riddle was named as the new President of the 

Women's Democratic Club for 1963, and her husband Major played host at the 

resort for TV celebrity Bob Cummings and Dallas financier Clint Murchison. 

In 1963, George Carlson planned an episode of his show centering around the 

Dunes. His show, Northwest Traveler was shown in Seattle and Portland. 

In February of 1963, syndicated columnist Hy Gardner was at the Dunes taping 

interviews to be projected on his New York WOR-TV show. KLAS-TV filed the 

segments, which centered around many stars who were appearing on the Strip. 
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From February 28 to March, 1963, Steven Allen practically took over the 

resort to do some filming for his 90 minute TV show. Tied in with this time 

filler was the World Premiere of UA'S Love is a Ball set for the Huntright 

Theatre, March 1st, segments of which were contained in Allen's show. 

During 1963, Major Riddle appeared on Johnny Carson's Tonight Show. The Dunes 

received many inquiries from across the nation after the show regarding 

Riddle's Weekend Gambler's Handbook. The first printing of 10,000 copies were 

completely sold out. 

In March of 1963, diners at the Sultan's Table received a treat when they 

found out they were dining with Van Johnson who took a weekend vacation at 

the resort and ate at the restaurant. 

  

  

 

Jacquelin Douguet, the 5'7 21 year old, starred in Vive Les Girls with the 

measurements of 34-22-34. 

Every evening at 8:30pm, patrons watched trick shot artist Curt Wilson in 

action at the Dunes' driving range. Dunes' driving range was opened until 

3:00am, for the benefit of Vegas' entertainers who wanted to hit a few in the 

process of unwinding. 

On June 14, 1963, Major Riddle hosted the 84th birthday party for his mother 

at the Sultan's Table. 

On June 19, 1963, Persian Room entertainer January Jones appeared on Johnny 

Carson's Tonight Show. 

In mid 1963 it was noted that the construction of the 22 story tower, 510 

room "Diamond of the Dunes" tower was underway. 

On July 7, 1963, Major Riddle, Charles Rich and Frederick Apcar were honored 

by the Foreign Press Association at a dinner given at the Beverly Hilton 

Hotel. 
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On July 17, 1963, writer Norman Mailer and Judy Garland spoke with heavy-

weight challenger Floyd Patterson at his Dunes training camp, five days 

before his title fight with Sonny Liston. 

On August 2, 1963, people did a double take at the Sultan that sat on top of 

the resort. In honor of the Kingston Trio the Sultan was seen wearing a 

Kingston Trio red and white striped shirt and a huge guitar. Rip Taylor was 

suppose to appear with the Kingston Trio on opening night but couldn't make 

it. Louis Nye quickly stepped in to take his place. 

It was announced that on November 29, 1963, the cast of Casino de Paris would 

arrive in Vegas from Paris with Producer/Director Frederic apcar in charge of 

the troupe. The production was scheduled to open on December 23rd. 

"The Dunes presented the Casino de Paris review - I fell in love with some of 

the incredible women who performed in the show. Uncle Sid has his own table 

in the showroom, where my brother and I (and later our friends, and later 

still, my girlfriends) would sit, with or without Uncle Sid. It was always an 

amazing experience when I was a snot nosed kid to walk up to the "Invited 

Guests" line, bypassing everyone else, and give my name to the vaguely 

menacing men who worked the front of the showroom. Once I or my brother said 

our name, the demeanor of these gentleman changed dramatically, and we were 

ushered into the showroom with alacrity. 

Getting into other shows in Las Vegas was also an amazing experience. Uncle 

Sid would call ahead, give us a $20 bill and tell us to mention his name - it 

worked every time, and we always had terrific seats down in front of the 

stage. 

I'm not sure, but I believe the Dunes put in a huge high-rise in the late 60s 

or early 70s, and had a huge neon sign that might have been the largest at 

the time. They had one of the first country clubs on site. I recall looking 

out over the desert from the high rise at the Dunes - and before that the 

Riviera - and seeing Las Vegas grow out in every direction. (I also remember 

how much I loved the blackout curtains in those hotel rooms!) I also know 

that after a couple of days of seeing shows with my folks, or my friends or 

girlfriends when I was older, was more than enough for me and I'd be ready to 

return home or back to college. 

Uncle Sid was also a participant in at least one world championship poker 

series in Las Vegas. I believe he was indicted once, for tax evasion, when 

the FBI drilled into his safe deposit box and took out the cash they found 

there. He was acquitted of any crime and his money returned to him - former 

governor Laxalt, as I recall, testified in his defense. As far as I know, my 

uncle moved out west from his home, in St. Louis, where he and his partners 

made their money as bookies - my family really didn't talk much about Uncle 

Sid's early years. 
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I do know I used to see him in the morning sitting at a poker table in the 

casino, at the Dunes and Riviera, where he'd been most of the night, and 

apparently he usually won. My dad once recounted watching his brother play 

craps, back in St. Louis, for 24 hours, straight. 

He was an amazing person, and he turned down numerous requests from people 

who wanted to write his biography. - David Wyman, Nephew of Sid Wyman, 2003 

In December of 1963, Jacqueline Douguet, featured nude dancer in Vive Les 

Girls told police that her apartment was burglarized while she was performing 

at the Dunes. Douguet, sometimes date of Frank Sinatra, reported a mink cape, 

white fox stole, jewelry, and $1,500 in cash - all apparently carted away in 

one of Douguet's passionate pink pillowcases. 

In 1963, Arabian Room showcased Frederic Apcar's Casino de Paris starring 

Line Renaud/Betty Reilly/Ernie Shelby/The Allegros/Arturo Romero & Magic 

Violins/Jacques Foti/Jack Melick. Also showcased was Guys and Dolls starring 

Betty Grable/Dan Dailey/Alan Gale/Lola Fisher/Stubby Kaye/Slapsie Maxie 

Rosenbloom/Jack de Lon/Jerry Mann/Eddie Hanley/James Maloney/Robert 

Gallagher/Ingeborg Kjeldsen/Cast of 52; and Bill Reddie & His Orchestra. 

Dulcie Jordan took over for Betty Grable when she went with husband Harry 

James to Palm Springs who was playing in a golf tournament. 

The Persian Room showcased Vive Les Girls - All New 1963 Edition w/Jacqueline 

Douguet/Hall, Norman & Ladd/Peiro Brothers/Les Danmory/Kim Darvos/Jean 

Philippe/Bernard Chareyron; The Allegros; Sue Evans; Earl Green Orchestra; 

Kingston Trio/Louis Nye; Beverly St. Lawrence; Jennifer Marshall, Clyde 

(Sugar Blues) McCoy; Hernan Pelayo; Sasha Semenoff Quartet; and Rusty Warren. 

The following were taken during a performance of Guys and Dolls: 
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Sultan's Table showcased The Allegros, Intimately Yours w/Jacques Foti, Rosa 

Linda at the Piano, Jack Melick at the Piano, Arturo Romero & His Magic 

Violins, Bob Ross at the Piano, and Sasha Semenoff Quartet. 

  

  

  

  

The 

The Casino de Paris girls got a special treat when Cary Grant stopped by to 

say hi. 

During this time, Dunes' buffet dinner was served in the Savoy Dining Room & 

Coffee Shop for $3.25 for adults and $2.25 for children under 11. This buffet 

boasted 50 items, a choice of at least four hot dishes, and it also included 

beverage and desert. The Hunt Breakfast Buffet boasted that the Hunt Master 

was attired in authentic English Hunting garb, costing $2.15 for adults and 

$1.65 for children under 11. 

In January of 1964 review Studios shot a 90 minute segment of the Arrest and 

Trial TV show starring Ben Gazzara and Chuck Connors at the resort. 
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In February of 1964, Jean Bertrianou returned to his post as Executive Chef 

of the Sultan's Table. He opened with restaurant but had returned to France 

for an extended visit. 

  

  

In May of 1964, the Shiek was removed from the roof of the Dunes in order for 

the resort to undergo structural changes, and was placed in storage until the 

new freeway was completed. At that time, he will be reactivated to become 

part of the turn-off sign, directing motorists to the Dunes. 

In 1964, the Dunes added a 180-foot sign designed by Lee Klay of the Federal 

Sign and Signal Company at a cost of $250,000. This signed weighed 1,500,000 

pounds including the foundation, was 80 feet wide, and took several miles of 

neon tubing. The estimated cost of this sign was $100 a day. Three full time 

service men were hired to take care of the sign. The onion dome silhouette 

evoked a Thousand and One Nights fantasy, but when it is read as a stylized 

spade, the sign reflected the roadside tradition of buildings in the shapes 

of the things they sell. With electric lava erupting through the sign into 

the sky every minute, the Dunes' sign was phenomenal. Milton Schwartz 

objected to the sign's size, shape and placement. Major Riddle, who ran the 

hotel, demanded a sign to keep up with the new generations of signs on the 

Strip. Riddle won the battle. In 1966, it was noted that the sign alone, 

which contained 10,000 lighting units cost the Dunes $47,500 a year to 

operate. 

Even though I have read the cost of the sign was $250,000, Mike Christ has 

heard first-hand, having worked at the resort the following: 

"The original actual cost of that huge sign in 1964 was $18,000. That was the 

WHOLE sign. The Dunes didn't have the money, so an arrangement for a lease 

was put together. It was built with a 30 year lease and I think the rent was 

about $5,000.00 a month." - Mike Christ, July 2002 
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Golf Course w/sign in background 

During this year, Major Riddle appeared on Johnny Carson's Tonight Show. The 

Dunes received many inquiries from across the nation after the show regarding 

Riddle's Weekend Gambler's Handbook. The first printing of 10,000 copies were 

completely sold out. 

Also during this year, the newly renovated golf course opened with the name 

Emerald Green Golf Course. The first tournament was the Left Handed Golfers' 

Second Annual Fall Classic on November 20, 1964. 

In September of 1964, Dunes co-owners Charles Rich and Bob Rice, were honored 

with a plaque from Cedars-Sinai, in gratitude for their contributions to the 

Cedars of Lebanon and Mt. Sinai Hospitals in Ellay. 

In December of 1964, employees listed at the resort included George 

Duckworth/Herb Saul/Murray Saul/Jackie Mandell/Aaron Herman/Paul 

Ettinger/Curtis Tommasie/Pete Bommarito/Stanley Zurawski/Sid Wyman/Sherlock 

Feldman - Casino; Charles Rich; Howie Engel; Jess Kirk - Maitre d'; Joaquin - 

Sultan's Table; Bob Rice - General Manager, Casino; Dave Goldstein; Larry 

Snow - Baccarat Manager; Helen McCann - Wardrobe Mistress - Casino de Paris. 

In 1964, Arabian Room showcased Casino de Paris starring Line Renaud w/Rudy 

Horn/Jean Louis Bert/Jacqueline Douguet/Michele Frascoli/Marya Linero/Cinq 

Peres/The Great Pusztai Troupe/Bill Reddie Orchestra/ Rosalyn Roy/The Rudas 

Acrobatic Dancers/Tony Sandler/Ailsa Winton/Ralph Young/Michel Zapla, and a 

cast of 100. In October of 1964, Art Seidenbaum of the Los Angeles Times 

stayed at the resort to do a feature story on the show. 

Persian Room showcased Vive Les Girls! - All-New 3rd Edition, w/Tres 

Bizzaros/Chris Carroll/Bernard Chareyon/Kim Darvos/Jacqueline Douguet/Earl 

Green Orchestra/Johnny Hart/Jessica James/Les Danmory/Les Girls Dancers & 

Showgirls/Gary Marshall/Peiro Brothers/Jean Phillippe. Also showcased were 
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Mickey Turner/Margo, Skiles/Henderson, Sasha Semenoff Quartet, and The Four 

Femmes. 

Sultan's Table showcased Belogar & His Music; Al Nichols at the Piano; Arturo 

Romero & his Magic Violins; The Four Femmes; the songs of Key Howard; Jack 

Melick at the Piano; Sasha Semenoff Quartet; Music by Jose Mario; and the 

Rendezvous w/Rita Moss. 

In January of 1965 it was announced that Pat Foust became Guest Relations 

Director, in February Irving "Pit" Litwin joined the executive gaming staff, 

and in March Michele Cooper became Executive Secretary in the Public 

Relations/Advertising offices. 

  

  

  

  

Also during this month, Life Magazine asked various showgirls appearing on 

the Strip to model clothing. Valda Godwin from Casino De Paris, Patricia 

Craig, and Christine Chapman from the Lounge show were chosen from the Dunes. 

In February of 1965, Vegas Ambassador Sherlock Feldman stole the show from 

Frankie Laine and Larry Storch on Regis Philbin's TV show. Feldman, Dunes' 

Graveyard Shift boss, knew all the intricacies of gaming and his showmanship 

earned him the star slot - last on the show. 

Long time Sultan's Table performer, Jacques Foti appeared on the March 11, 

1965 Kraft Suspense TV show. 

In April, 1965, the "official" opening ceremonies of the Emerald Green Golf 

Court took place. The ceremony was marred by the injury of sky diver Jerry 

Hocking who was also a dealer at the resort. Hocking aimed for a landing at 

the first tee but the wind caught him above the ground and slammed him 

against a golf cart. Jerry's injuries didn't keep him in the hospital too 

long and he stated he would be back skydiving soon. 
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"The Dunes' Emerald Green Country Club is now official open and in full swing 

with their beautiful "Miracle Mile" greens laid out magnificently along the 

newly-opened freeway to the rear of the hotel. Also ready and waiting for 

you, the public, is the new driving range just south of the hotel. The Dune 

sis now considering various tournaments which they hope to be able to 

announce in the very near future. All of which goes further toward making Las 

Vegas the sports capitol of the world." - Johnny Uhlman 

On May 17, 1965, camera crews began shooting "Line Renaud in Las Vegas" at 

the resort. Ron Lewis executed the choreography for the 45 minute spectacular 

which was limited to European Audiences. 

After hosting the Russian Basketball Team during their Dunes stay, it was 

reunion time when Sam Landy checked into a San Francisco hotel on business 

and found himself being bear-hugged by the visitors. The Russian players 

discovered him in the lobby of their hotel and loudly proclaimed there was 

none as fabulous as what they saw in Vegas. 

Also in May of 1965, it was noted that Cary Grant had spend two weekends at 

the resort. People were starting to wonder if Grant was going to take up a 

permanent suite at the resort. 

  

  

On June 4, 1965, Top O' the Strip atop the tower was unveiled to the public. 

It advertised entertainment from noon until 4:00am. The Queen Elizabeth 

Luncheon Buffet was served at the Top O' The Strip. It featured roast prime 

rib of beef, and the price was $3.75. Mac Harris became the Maitre 'd moving 

from the Showroom. Murray Moskowitz because the Maitre d' for the Showroom. 

  

  

On June 12, 1965, Schwartz added a new seafood restaurant, Dome of the Sea. 

Dome was a clamshell of a room suspended from six legs of sculptured concrete 

by a web of stainless steel threads. The legs sat in a free-form pool of 

water than reflected onto the bowl-shaped underside of the structure. Inside, 

set designer Sean Kenney, who had worked briefly with Frank Lloyd Wright, 

continued the undersea theme by projecting fish, seaweed, and subaqueous 

images on the walls. A small stage held a harpist. Jean Bellordre of Royan, 

France was named Chef of the restaurant. At the opening was none other than 
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Cary Grant who stated he flew in just to attend the opening of the 

restaurant. 

Tourists were quite thrilled at the new elevator operator at the resort, or 

maybe the father of the operator - Telly Savalas and his wife were vacating 

at the resort and their two year old daughter thought the button board was 

just about the best toy ever invented. This left Dad to spend some time in 

the elevator helping his daughter press the right floors for people. 

Also in June of 1965, Carol Ward, who appeared in Vive Les Girls, was joking 

that she was going to start wearing a staple in her naval, in view of her 

upcoming Playmate centerfold in Playboy magazine. 

The Dunes forwarded $3,175 to the Damon Runyon Cancer Fund representative of 

the receipts from the $25 a plate dinner opening the Dome. 

Also during this year, Dunes opened its new "Shopping Compound." One shop 

included was Marion Hennessey's Young Set Children's Shop. 

  

  

 

Fonda/Vadim Wedding 

Cary Grant and Dyan Cannon were married at the resort this year, then on 

August 14, 1965, Jane Fonda and Roger Vadim married at the resort. Fonda and 

Vadim were seen dancing until dawn to the Russ Morgan Orchestra and rushed to 

catch a plane. 

In September of 1965, Sultan's Table was the only restaurant in Vegas to be 

included in Esquire Magazine's Gourmet Feast for Americans which was to be 

featured in December's holiday edition. 

In 1965, Casino de Paris Showroom showcased Casino de Paris starring Line 

Renaud/Louis Bert/Brix Twins/Christian Cardin/Bill Carey/Desmond & 

Marks/Michele Frascoli/Rudy Horn/Les Mannequins of Paris/Marya Linero/Cinc 

Pere/Great Pusztai Troupe/Bill Reddie Orchestra/Roslyn Roy/Rudas Acrobatic 

Dancers/Tanya the Elephant/Ailsa Winton/Michael Zapla/cast of 100. In the end 

of 1965, the Casino De Paris Showroom was closed preparing for the new 1966 

Le Casino de Paris. 

The Persian Room showcased Vive Les Girls! - 1965 Edition w/Elise Vallee/Gary 

Marshall/Michael Allport & Jennifer/Tres Bizzaros/Jessica James/Les 

Girls/Johnny Hart/Les Girls/Earl Green Orchestra. At the end of the year Vive 

Les Girls! - New 1966 Edition was showcased starring Bobby Sherwood/Sasha 

Semenoff Quartet. The Persian Room also showcased The Apollos; Tony Costa; 

International IV; The Four Femmes; Frazer & Nevers; One Plus One; Phyllis & 

Bobby Sherwood; Gene Stridel; and Tunesters. The Sultan's Table showcased 
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Emme Kemp; Arturo Romero & His Magic Violins alternating w/Al Nichols at the 

piano; Jack Melick at the Piano; Four Femmes; Sasha Semenoff Quartet; June de 

Toh; Judy West. It was noted that Judy West created such an intimate 

atmosphere that patrons lean against her piano and tried a song or two 

themselves. Nobody could top bartender Jack Shea's rendition of I Left My 

Heart In San Francisco. 

Top O' The Strip showcased Russ Morgan Orchestra, Sandra Karol, Jerald 

Linden, and Art & Dotty Todd. 

  

  

  

  

During this year, Sylvia & Ed Sullivan spent part of the week at the resort. 

They escorted Mrs. Gug Cahn to the Top O' The Strip. The 75 year old Cahn 

took the mike and sang a medley of her late husband's songs with Art & Dotty 

Todd - the audience went wild. Sullivan also took the opportunity to sign up 

Art & Dotty Todd to appear on his TV show. 

Dunes provided Tanya the Elephant with her own slot machine. Although someone 

else had to insert the coins, Tanya pulled the handle with her trunk and she 

would mournfully trumpet sounds whenever the silver coins didn't come out. 

During the 1960s and 1970s, through Junket meister Julius "Big Julie" 

Weintraub, the Dunes was a popular mainstay for many New Yorkers. 

 

 

Dunes 1966 – 1994 
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In February of 1966, the BBC-TV crew checked into the Dunes to shoot 15 

minutes of Las Vegas On A Diner's card for viewing in 27 foreign countries. 

On April 9, 1966, Dunes emblazoned their marquee with neons that blinked 

"Welcome, Neighbor . . . Milton Prell's Aladdin Hotel . . . Good Luck." Also 

during this month Dunes hosted the Aerospace Medical Convention which 

featured three Russian scientists & Astronaut Frank Borman. Guest of honor 

was James Webb, Administrator of NASA. 

In June of 1966, Life photographers took pictures of Jacqueline Douguet on 

water skis on Lake Mead. It was reported that the shoot began at 5:00am. 

In 1966, Dunes' Casino De Paris Showroom showcased the $2 million musical 

Casino de Paris starring Jacqueline Douguet/Lena Pastor/Marlene Charell/Chuck 

Dodds/The Ayalons/Tovarich Troupe/The Cardenas/Eva Trio/Rudas Dancers/Szony 

and Claire/Tanya the Elephant/Bernard Chareyon/Ballets des Champs 

Elysees/Bill Reddie Orchestra, and a cast of 100. This show was choreographed 

Ron Lewis, and the costumes were created by Jose Luis Vinas. 

The Persian Room showcased Vive Les Girls! - New 1966 Edition starring 

Kentones/Mickey Turner/Cassidy Sisters/Sasha Semenoff Quartet. 

The Sultan's Table showcased Arturo Romero and his Magic Violins; June de 

Toth at the Piano, Sasha Semenoff Quartet, Belogor and his Music, and Leo D' 

Marco. 

The Top O' The Strip showcased Herb Day Show w/Marilyn Wild; Freddie Martin 

Orchestra; Leo D'Marco; Russ Morgan & His Orchestra; Art & Dotty Todd; Sandra 

Karol; Gwen Bari at the piano; and Gerald Linden. 

  

  

Opera star Rouvaun signed a three year contract to appear in the new 1967 

Casino de Paris for just under $1.5 million. The show also starred Jacqueline 
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Douguet/Szony & Claire/Hugh Forgie/Reycard Duo/Bernard Charey/Djigui 

Bournoutian/Enrici Medini/Les Neufs Bon Vivants/Ballets des Champs-

Elysees/Rudas Dancers/Jim Hodge/Bill Reddie Orchestra, and a cast of 100. 

During a rehearsal, Rouvaun hit a high "C" and caused a trumpeter in the 

orchestra to faint when he tried to sustain it as long as the singer did. 

Scenes from Rouvaun's show. 

  

  

 

  

  

It was reported at the time that Dunes' management made the biggest long-

shot, long-odds toss of the dice in the history of the Strip when it took 

this untried singer and put him on top of the show, reportedly the most 

costly stage production since time began." Rouvaun saw the arrangement for 

his act the first time just six hours before he made his February 3, 1967 

debut. Six hours of band rehearsal. Besides singing, he had to adapt to the 

staging which necessitated dialogue, a score of minutely-timed cues, on-stage 

costume changes and curtain speeches. 

Having made my living(?) as a musician, both in and out of the Los Angeles 

area, I've had a number of peculiar work experiences, more than one of which 

was in Las Vegas. The following being one of the least favorable. 

I had worked for Freddy Martin, who, besides having had quite a bit of 

success in the forties and fifties recording, had the house band at the L.A. 

Ambassador Hotel's Coconut Grove for years. I worked for Freddy, off and on 

from 1965 until he passed away in '83 and I can say he was one of the nicest 

people I've ever worked for. In '67 after I had left for other work, I was 

asked to rejoin his orchestra. The orchestra was taking an annual leave from 

the Grove to work a couple of months at the Top Of The Dunes in Vegas, 

opposite Art and Dottie Todd (oh well, everybody has to be somewhere) and 

then on to a hotel in Miami after which they would return to the Grove. This 

being the setting, now on to the event. 

I had driven to Vegas in my grey '63 V.W.Bug, checked into an apartment that 

was located between downtown L.V.and the Dunes, one where some of the other 
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guys were staying, took a nap, ate and got ready for work. Knowing that it 

was about a fifteen minute drive to work I left with what I thought would be 

plenty of time, an hour and fifteen minutes, so as to be relaxed and ready to 

play, after elevator ride and getting out my instruments (alto sax, flute, 

piccolo and clar.), a good half hour before starting time. I'm almost to the 

Sands hotel when a sheriff red lights me, for what I think is no apparent 

reason. I want to be early to work and this happens, great! Without any 

explanation he tells me to get out and stand in front of his car. Before I 

know it there are five sheriff's cars, one in front of my V.W. and four 

behind me. I'm not sure whether I'm more worried about being late for work or 

going to jail.... I think jail wins it hands down, or up as the case may be. 

As I'm about to go off the deep end a sergeant comes over to me and tells me 

I and the car, color and all, match that of a suspect for grand theft, at 

this point I felt like fainting. I can hear the description of the suspect on 

the sheriff's radio, it indicates he has a scar from an appendix operation. 

I'm saved, at this point, without hesitation I pulled down my pants to show 

the sergeant I had no such scar. Keep in mind this is a Saturday night on the 

L.V. strip across the street from the old Sands marquee, very busy, here I am 

with sheriff deputies coming out my ears, my pants down to my knees and I see 

one of the trombone players (John Cochran, by name) drive by on his way to 

the Dunes. 

At this point I'm released with less than heartfelt apologizes, and leave to 

barely make the job. When I arrive at the hotel it seems that every employee 

at the Dunes knows about the saxophone player with Freddy Martin that had 

been stopped by the law for having his pants down in front of the Sands 

Hotel. Thanks, John Cochran! We still remained friends for many years. Allan 

Lasky, aka, The L.V. Strip Flasher 

In December 1966, individuals at the resort included Maitre d' Murray Ray 

Pistilli and Captain Chester Kliencki and Nick Bunghero, Bob Wilson, Tony 

Pezzella, Bob O'Connell, Glenn Lockwood, Eddie Morgan, Sam Mandelbaum, and 

Casino De Paris, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Rich; General Manager Charles Gustin; 

Dave Goldstein; Bob Rice; and Kim & George Duckworth, Dolores & Howie Engel 

(co-owner of the Dunes), Sid Wyman, and Joaquin of the Sultan's Table. 

  

  

  

  

In June of 1967, Rouvaun cut his first album for RCA and appeared on the Ed 

Sullivan Show. Rouvaun left Dunes on June 11, 1967, and was replaced with 

Violette Villas. The show also featured Jacqueline Douguet/Szony & 
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Clarie/Hugh Forgie/Reycard Duo/Rudas Dancers/Jim Hodge and a cast of 100 with 

the Bill Reddie Orchestra. In August of 1967 Villas threw a backstage party 

for the Paris cast who lent full support to the launching of her new act. 

Christina and Marcel Le Bon had a busy June at the Dunes, completing the 

coordination of entertainment and fashions for the Philco Convention, and 

then National Insurance Convention. 

  

  

Also in June, Casino de Paris dancer Amy Clawson posed on the Dunes golf 

course for photographers. 

Gamers couldn't remember anything remotely comparable to that "hot hand" 

incident which occurred at the resort on Friday, October 13, 1967. The tale 

of 50 straight passes that doled out $250,000 received worldwide publicity 

and jammed the switchboards with calls from every corner of the universe. It 

was the big one that every gamer dreams about. 

  

  

In November of 1967, Dunes hosted a fashion shoot for Charm Unlimited. Jean 

Bostic exhibited a fashion for Mr. Blackwell. Also in November, as a reward 

for being the top male recruiter for the Women's Army Corps, Sgt. 1st Class 

Bert Truett of Downey, CA, was guested by the Dunes. 

In 1967, badman actor Bob Wilke won the Football Golf Tournament at the Dunes 

Country Club. 

In 1967, Casino De Paris Showroom showcased Casino de Paris - All New 1968 

Edition starring Rouvaun/Bill Chase Orchestra. 

In December of 1967, Bill Reddie left Casino de Paris and Vive Les Girls! to 

try his luck in movies in Hollywood, CA. Earl Green took his place. 
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The Persian Theatre showcased Vive Les Girls! - All New 5th Edition with 

Jerry Antes/Lynn Devore & Kenneth Dior/The Kentones/Arnie & Chise. The show 

closed on March 12, 1967 to prepare for the updated show starring Jerry 

Antes, and Denise Le Brun. The new show was conceived, produced and directed 

by Frederic Apcar, staged and choreographed by Ron Lewis, orchestra directed 

by Earl Green, music composed by Bill Reddie, and costumes were designed by 

Jose Luis Vinas and executed by Lucia Boetti. During this time, the Persian 

Theatre was remodeled and new stage effects were added. 

Sultan's Table showcased Arturo Romero & his Magic Violins/June de Toth/Jack 

Melick at the piano, as well as Gwen Bari, and Stacy Carroll. Top O' The 

Strip showcased Freddy Martin & his Orchestra; Russ Morgan & his Orchestra; 

Leo D'Marco; Art & Dotty Todd; and Gwen Bari. 

During this year, Frederick Aston was Maitre d' for the Dome of the Sea, with 

Barbara Allen and Kippy Lou Brinkman alternating at the floating harp in the 

center pool. 

  

  

  

  

In March of 1968, Dunes Hotel under the name of M&R merged with the New York 

electronic firm Continental Connectors Corporation of Brooklyn and offered a 

stock exchange. Continental then became the parent company. Spokesmen for the 

hotel assured everyone that key executives and personnel would remain, 

operating the Dunes independent of the CCC. 

Later Riddle teamed with Irving Kahn to thwart a takeover by Meschulam Riklis 

and Isadore Becker, owners of American International Travel Service. 

In 1968, Showroom Captain Sam Mandelbaum was hurt during a rehearsal of 

Casino de Paris when Rouvaun hit a high "C" and a piece of ceiling struck 

Mandelbaum. (Maybe Rouvaun should've stayed away from the high "C"!). During 

this year Violet Kaufman was Reservations Manager and Clarice Mullealy was 

the Savoy Dining Room hostess. 

On March 8, 1968, an article involving Rouvaun and his tape measure was 

distributed. It stated: 

"A Las Vegas computer has whirred and whizzed, coughed and chortled and done 

everything but blow its ever-lovin' fuse whilst digesting the problem fed to 

its innards: How do you computerize "Miss Perfect Body?" 
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Men, rest easy. The job has just been completed. Miss Perfect Body is none 

other than Mlle. Colette Simon, from Lacour d'Arcenay, Cote d'Or, France. She 

is just one of the near-hundred stage beauties appearing in Las Vegas. 

Colette, as one may deduce from close-up-tape measuring perfectly fills the 

computer's requirements: Age 23, Height 5'9. The total weight of 129 pounds 

is distributed via these staggering, but heart-warming statistics: 36-24-37. 

  

  

For some odd reason, there are few brown-eyed dancing girls or mannequins. 

Most of them have green or blue eyes. Colette has the latter. They all have 

one thing in common: long, beautiful, tapering legs. And how does a show 

producer explain the consistency of these gorgeous shapes? "Almost all show 

girls and dancers have had rigorous ballet training, or become streamlined 

through the violent movements that modern day jazz and Watusi dancing demands 

and there is nothing better than a life-time of dancing to give a girl an 

alluring shape." Mlle. Simon, tape-measured in her hour of triumph by 

Rouvaun, likes to read and sew; attend intimate parties where both jazz and 

classical music is played and where, for the moment, at least, she escape 

such constant Americanisms as "Wow!", "Whoooo-eeeee!", "Hello, dare!", 

"Zap!", etc. Miss Perfect Body loves Americans, says they are surprisingly 

hospitable and was astonished when she was told that she won her title by a 

narrow margin in the statistical department. But then, what's couple of 

inches among friends? Don't fight." 

In December of 1968, employees listed included Dave Goldstein/Charles Rich - 

Casino; Howie Engel; Sid Wyman; Bob Rice; Joaquin, Maitre d'/Oliver Kearney, 

Assistant/Captains Arthur Essay/Harry Haig/Bill Borland/Frank Corro/Sal 

Romo/Herman Leeb/Ted Soileau/Bob Sutter/George Von Rostas - Sultan's Table. 

The Casino De Paris Showroom showcased Casino de Paris, starring Rouvaun 

w/Karmelo, alternating w/Berl Williams/Mitch & Jillian/Jean Leocia 

Singers/Mogyarosis Dogs/Rudas Acrobatic Dancers/Gimma Brothers/Ruppert 

Bears/Rassy Pigeons/Jean Leccia Singers/Earl Green Orchestra; and Casino de 

Paris - All New '68 Edition starring Line Renaud/Gimma Brothers/Earl Green 

Orchestra/Jean Leocia Singers/Mitch & Jillian/Rassy Pigeons/Ruppert Bears. 

The Maitre d' was Murray Moskowitz. 

Later in 1968, Casino de Paris starred Line Renaud, with Les Dollies/Russ 

Lewis/Mitch & Jillian/Gimma Brothers/Ruppert Bears/Rassy Pigeons/Jean Leccia 

Singers/Earl Green Orchestra. It was stated that Line Renaud had won the 

European equivalent of the Emmy. She also was awarded Le Prix Du Prestige De 

La France, the French version of our best actress award for her moving 

portrayal in the movie La Madelon. As a little girl in 1940, Renaud sang for 

the French, British, Canadian, and American soldiers in a sidewalk cafe owned 
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by her parents in Armentieres. The doughboys tagged her with Nightingale of 

Armentieres. 

  

  

The Persian Theatre showcased Vive Les Girls! - All New 5th Edition, starring 

Jerry Antes/Steve Arlen/The Chasers Four/Frederique/Paule/Bernard 

Brothers/Mickey Turner/Los Chomocas; and Vive Les Girls! - All New 6th 

Edition starring Steve arlen/Bernard Bros/Frederique Paule/Mickey Turner. 

The Sultan's Table starred Stacy Carroll; Malfalda; Arturo Romero & His Magic 

Violins; and Sasha Semenoff Strings. 

Top O' The Strip showcased Dick Barlowe; Monte Bleu; Jerry Harrison; The 

Marksmen; Freddy Martin Orchestra; Chet McIntyre; Jack LaDelle; Russ Morgan & 

his Orchestra; Carol Roberts; Leonard Stanley; and Fred Waring, Jr.. 

Dome of the Sea showcased Kippy Lou Brinkman; and Barbara Allen. 

Freddie Martin broadcast from the Top O' The Strip every Friday night on a 

CBS coast-to-coast hookup. The program hit over 250 stations around the 

world, including the Armed Forces overseas. 

In October of 1968, Ted Fio Rito visited Russ Morgan at the Dunes where the 

maestro promptly played a medley of Ted's songs, including Toot, Toot, 

Tootsie, and Charlie My Boy. Sonny King was there with his wife and he joined 

Russ for some impromptu singing. 

  

  

In October of 1968, the resort, advertised the 24 story Diamond of the Dunes 

having 1,000 deluxe rooms, and has an 18-hole championship "Emerald Green" 

golf course (Nevada's largest), country club, 12 ground floor hops, and 

matchless convention facilities. It also held two giant swimming pools, 50-

tee golf driving range and acres of free parking. 
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The Executive Chef during this time was Edmund Vauclin who was born in Paris, 

France. His parents owned and operated a chain of pastry shops where he 

started working at 11 years of age. He worked as an apprentice chef in 

Epernay, France, and worked at the Hotel De La Gore. He studied under former 

chef for Ciro's in London and the Monte Carlo. After four years he moved back 

to Paris and worked at Ciro's in Paris. Also the Hotel Crillion, Hotel 

Regina, Hotel Palais D'Orsay. He went to America in 1930 and worked at the 

Hotel Pierre in New York, then moved to Palm Beach, FL, and worked at the 

Everglades Club. He then moved to Houston, TX, and was employed at the 

Shamrock Hotel when it opened in 1950. His first job as an Executive Chef was 

at the Bel Aire Hotel in Beverly Hills. He moved to Vegas to become the 

Executive Chef of the Dome of the Sea Restaurant at the Dunes in February, 

1967. Vauclin's favorite recipe was Veal Kidneys - Berrichone. 

croutons fried in butter - in slice of 

bread form (2) 
1 milk-fed veal kidney 

2 shallots - chopped fine 
1 doz. small onions - sauteed in 

butter 

1 doz. mushrooms - sauteed in butter 
1/4 lb. rasher of lean bacon - 

fried 

1 cup Bordeaux wine 1 cup Bordelaise sauce 

2 tsp fresh chopped parsley  

Slice the kidney in two, seasoning with salt and pepper, saute in butter over 

a very hot fire. Make a good sauce by adding to the juice remaining in the 

pan, the chopped shallots, the cup of Bordeaux wine. Reduce to half and add 

the Bordelaise sauce. To serve - place the veal kidneys on crouton, add the 

mushrooms, onions, bacon around them, and ladle the sauce over the kidney. 

Sprinkle with chopped parsley. 

  

  

Top O' the Strip Star Russ Morgan gave two of his favorite recipes: Citrus 

Steak. 

2 lbs round steak about 1/2 inch 

thick 

1/4 cup flour, sale and pepper to 

taste 

3 tbs cooking oil 1 cup catsup 

1/2 cup water 1 thinly sliced onion 
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1 unpeeled and sliced thin lemon 1 unpeeled and sliced thin orange 

Heat oil in pan and pound flour into cut-up serving pieces of meat. Brown in 

oil on all sides. Combine catsup and water and pour over the meat. Add sliced 

onions, lemons and oranges and cover and simmer until tender approximately 1 

hour. Cook on top of stove. 

Baked Chicken and Crisp Noodles. 

Chicken parts according to amount to be 

served 

1 package Lipton's onion soup 

mixture 

2 cans cream of mushroom soup 1 pint sour cream, 

salt pepper to taste 

1 large can Chinese crisp noodles potatoes 

Place chick parts in Pyrex dish or baking pan. Salt and pepper to taste. Mix 

together onion soup mixture, mushroom soup and sour cream. Spread all over 

chicken. Cover with crisp noodles. Bake in over approximately one hour or 

until tender, depending on size of chicken parts. Oven 350 deg. Potatoes can 

be baked in oven while chicken is cooking. Wash potatoes, coat with margarine 

or cooking oil, wrap in tin foil. During baking process, pierce with fork to 

release steam pressure. Gravy from chicken is delicious on potatoes. (1968 

Dunes' Inn picture, as well as Morgan and Vauclin's picture, bio, and recipes 

donated by Dan Kubota). 

Also in October, Line Renaud addressed the French class at the Las Vegas High 

School. 

May 18-22, 1969, Sands executive Al Freeman was the Director of the 14th 

International Gin Rummy Tournament. The second sponsoring hotels for the 

richest card contest in the world were Aladdin, Caesars, Dunes, Riviera, 

Sands, Stardust, and Tropicana. Syndicated columnist Alfred Sheinwold served 

as judge. Semi finals and finals took place at the Dunes and was televised 

through the hotel's closed circuit. 

Dunes Convention Sales Director Lenny Schafer booked Conventions with Charm 

with Laguna Beach artists who displayed their works on the entire second 

floor of the resort. The show was a success. 

Also in 1969, Red Hanegan, who owned Chicago's Hanegan's Bar was designated 

as the Director of Marketing for the Dunes. 

In June of 1969, Top O' The Strip was closed on Sundays. 

On June 24, 1969, Dunes National Sales Director Lenny Shafer arranged the 

Olympic Russian basketball players to meet their American counter-parts at 

the Convention Center, at which time the visitors were presented with a 

floral version of their flag. Shafer was also the guiding light behind the 

Football Hall of Fame Golf Tournament. 

In 1969, some employees listed included Casino de Paris Showroom - Maitre d' 

Murray/Assistant Maitre d' Ray Pistilli/Captains Bill Ryff/Chester 

Kleinecke/Glenn Lockwood/Sam Mandelbaum/Eddie Morgan/Bobby O'Connell/Tony 
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Pezzella/Bob Wilson/Giovanni Parente; Dave Goldstein/Bob Rice - Casino; Sid 

Wyman; Howie Engel; and Kim, Karen, and Alan. 

  

  

  

  

In 1969, The Casino De Paris Showroom showcased the new Casino de Paris 

starring Rouvaun (later with Line Renaud/Berle Williams), w/Davis & 

Reese/Mitch & Jillian/Gimma Brothers/Ruppert Bears/The Mecners/Jean Leccia 

Singers/Mitch & Jullian/Earl Green Orchestra. At the end of the year, 

rehearsals began for an updated version. The wardrobe, valued at $315,000 was 

destroyed so they could not be duplicated or stolen. December 7 through 20th, 

Rouvaun was showcased without the Casino De Paris show with conductor Keith 

Moon, Craig Hundley Trio, Davis & Reese, Earl Green Orchestra. 

  

  

 

Dunes items during Rouvaun's tenure at Dunes donated by Chandler Haun, 

Rouvaun's son. 

On August 8, 1969, Dunes as well as Vegas and the world lost a great song 

writer/orchestra leader when Russ Morgan died of a cerebral hemorrhage. 
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The Persian Theatre showcased Vive Les Girls! starring Steve Arlen/Bernard 

Brothers/Frederique Paule/Rudy Schweitzer/Jim Hodge/Gary Grande/Misti 

Walker/Mickey Turner/Asian Orchids. The Top O' The Strip showcased Henry King 

Orchestra, Jack LaDelle, Chet McIntyre/Shirley Mills/Loretta St. John, Jack 

Morgan directing the Russ Morgan Orchestra, Leonard Stanley, Art & Dotty 

Todd, Orrin Tucker Orchestra, and Fred Waring, Jr.. 

During this time it was stated that Maestro Russ Morgan wasn't quite certain 

what was happening in his new home. His wife Shirley was directing the 

construction and has changed the plans 20 times since the specs were first 

drawn. Morgan with tongue in cheek insisted his wife wasn't building a music 

library for him . . . but a conservatory for the Philharmonic. 

During auditions for future shows, the Gorgeous Tiger proceeded to chomp off 

a backstage wooden step. Apparently he didn't get the part. 

In January of 1970, it was noted that Leon Fischer was Director of Public 

Relations. He had been with the Dunes for 14 years. He had experience in TV, 

writing and press work and was Dean Martin's first press agent. 

Jean Magowan was the media director working under Fischer. She graduated with 

a B.A. Degree in Journalism from the University of Texas, was a Methodist and 

a Democrat. 

  

  

Constance Maxwell worked at the resort painting portraits of patrons. She was 

self-employed and had her own niche on the main floor of the Dunes. She was a 

product of Chicago Art Institute, San Miguele de Alende in Mexico, and 

Colorosst School in Paris, France. 

  

  

During this year it was noted that Executive Vice President Charles J. Rich 

was an active member of City of Hope, the Variety Club, B'nai B'rith Sholom 

Temple, was President of the Las Vegas Charities Foundation, and Treasurer of 

the Nevada Resort Association. He was married to Evelyn and had three 

children Lorayne, Rowena and George. Rich was an active member of the Nevada 

Chapter of the Kentucky Colonels and yearly hosts the group and their ladies 

at the post-holiday dancing party utilizing his Top O' The Strip for these 

functions. 
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In January of 1970, it was noted that Geno Altamura was the Maitre d' of the 

Persian Room since 1967. Altamura was born on January 1st in New York City. 

He and his wife Wendy and one son, Vincent Thomas. He had previously spent 18 

years at the Waldorf Astoria in New York. In 1954, he opened the Fontainbleau 

in Miami Beach, and was headwaiter in the Poodle Lounge. In 1959, he moved to 

Vegas and worked at the Thunderbird as a showroom captain, then at the New 

Frontier showroom as a captain, then Flamingo Lounge as captain, then Sands 

as headwaiter in the Garden Room, then Riviera as headwaiter in the Hickory 

Room. He started at the Dunes as Assistant Banquet Manager, then as Assistant 

maitre d' at the Top of the Strip. 

In February of 1970, Red Hanegan, who had been with the resort for almost all 

15 years of her existence, celebrated his 77th birthday with a champagne and 

cake party in Lenny Shafer's office. 

Rumors were flying in June of 1970 as negotiations began with Howard Hughes 

and Dunes owners regarding Hughes' possible purchase of the resort. As it 

stood during this time, Hughes was told by the Gaming Board that he already 

had enough gaming licenses. Hughes was seriously considering removing the 

gaming license from the Castaways so he could purchase the Dunes. Apparently, 

it was ultimately decided that the Castaways keep its license and Hughes 

bowed out of the deal. 

In 1970, Billy Snyder and Art Todd won honors at the Dunes' Employees Golf 

Tournament and Connie Jo Sartain was voted Queen. 

In March, Dunes' Casino de Paris was on the cover of the Carte Blanche 

magazine. Visitors were thrilled when they saw Cary Grant and his daughter 

Jennifer in the resort. 

Also in March, Jean Magowan, Media Director for the resort, received a plaque 

of appreciation from Rear Admiral H.P. Mahin, of the U.S.M.C. Magowan 

arranged for patients at Oakland Naval Hospital to be guests of the Dunes and 

the boys wanted to thank her for maintaining morale. 

In April of 1970, Slavka Berosini and dad's orangutan "Gogo" paraded through 

the hotel, hand-in-hand in costume regalia. Dry-humored Marilyn Biehl quietly 

listened to the spectators comments. One woman wondered "Is it some kind of 

act?" Marilyn said straight-faced "No! It's just one of the guests checking 

out." 

In 1970, Casino De Paris Showroom showcased Casino De Paris, and then later, 

Casino de Paris '70 "For The Savage '70's!" created, produced and directed by 

Frederic Apcar, costumes created by Jose Luis Vinas, and choreographed by Ron 

Lewis and Billy Petch. The show starred Berosini Jungle 

Fantasy/Clownerama/Earl Green Orchestra/Jerry Howard & Fred Randall/Jean 
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Leccia/Jean Leccia Singers/Peiro Brothers/Berosini Risley. The Maitre d' was 

Murray Moskowitz. 

  

  

  

  

Dunes had to audition tigers as the first one proved too docile, and the 

second provided too hostile putting two people in the hospital. 

The Persian Room showcased a new Vive Les Girls! starring Judy Bell/Bernard 

Brothers/Five Colombo Brothers/Pat Gill/Gary Grande/The Kentones/Look of Love 

and The Birds/Los Chamacos/Tony Marillo Orchestra/Judy Ritsko/Vest & 

Clark/Elmarie Wendel/Berl Williams. Later that year Vive Les Girls, '71 was 

showcased starring Five Colombo/Brothers/Vest & Clark/Elamarie Wendel. Also 

showcased was The New Ideas featuring Diane Emond, and Misti Walker Show. 

The Sultan's Table showcased Mafalda, Arturo Romero & His Magic Violins, 

Mafalda; Sasha Semenoff & His Romantic Strings, and Leonard Stanley. 

The Top O' The Strip showcased Dick Barlow Orchestra; Henry King Orchestra; 

Zep Meissner; Zep Mizner Quartet; Russ Morgan Orchestra conducted by Jack 

Morgan; Vaughn Monroe Orchestra; Ted Noell Orchestra; Leonard Stanley; Art & 

Dotty Todd; Orrin Tucker Orchestra; and Fred Waring, Jr. In April of 1970, 

Art Todd had to go solo as his wife Dotty suffered a fall and couldn't 

perform. 

Henry King related a story regarding his close friends the Lyndon Johnsons. 

When the fad first began, Ladybird phoned King with the request . . 

"Everyone's wearing turtles around the neck. We don't have any here at the 

ranch. Will you please send a dozen?" The turtle neck sweaters went out in 

the next mail. 

  

  

In October of 1970, the hotel management threw a surprise birthday party for 

Vaughn Monroe. 
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Of particular interest among the resort was that five dancers of the Casino 

de Paris were pregnant at the same time. A special note was made that all 

dancers were married. 

The Publicity Director during this year was Jean Magowan, Gaming Executive 

was Dave Goldstein, Head Cashier was Vi Sherwood, and Casino Executive was 

Howie Engel. 

On October 18, 1970, the Bonds for Israel Dinner was held honoring Moe 

Dalitz. Some of the attendees were Steve Lawrence and Eydie Gorme, Totie 

Fields, Jan Murray, and Billy Daniels. 

  

  

Also during this year, Dunes opened her new buffet at the Emerald Green 

Country Club. 

In February, 1971, daytime maitre d' of the Top O' The Strip, August Nogar, 

was in the hospital for numerous blood transfusions due to a very low 

hemoglobin. All the regulars missed him, and Dunes Vice President, Bob Rice 

called to wish him his best. August went back to work in March of 1971. 

In 1971, it was reported that the late Russ Morgan painstakingly acquired a 

beer mug collection he prized highly. After his death, his daughter Judy was 

given the set for her San Fernando Valley, CA, home. Following an earthquake, 

Judy called her mother Shirley to assure her they had survived the ordeal. 

Oddly enough, the mugs that Judy and Shirley had added to the set had fallen 

and were damaged. Every single one selected by Morgan stood firm, unshaken by 

the vigorous tremors. 

It was also reported that Shirley Morgan insisted the Hell's Angels do have 

their humanitarian instincts. One of them parked his bike to fix a flat tire 

that stranded her on the HIghway between Vegas and Ellay. He was the only 

passerby who showed compassion for two ladies who obviously knew nothing of 

the art of mechanics. 

In March of 1971, New York Times sent a staff photographer and feature writer 

to do a story on Jean Magowan, the only female Director of 

Publicity/Advertising/Promotions of a major hotel - Dunes. It was noted that 

Magowan was the sole support of her sons since the oldest was 19 months old 

(he was then 15 years old). In spite of the demands of motherhood, being a 

homemaker and breadwinner, Magowan never lost her femininity, charm or 

sincerity. 

In 1971, Casino De Paris Showroom showcased Casino de Paris 71 starring Heidi 

Bruhl/Great Hallassys/Enrico/Jerry Howard & Fred Randall/Ric Valle/Fay 

McKay/Earl Green Orchestra. The show contained live chariot races, 

psychedelic cinerama thrills, the Roman orgy, bubbles, babes and bathtubs. 
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In February 1971, the cast of Casino de Paris was thrilled to see Sammy 

Davis, Jr., in the audience. They were more thrilled when they received a 

letter from the legend stating "The show was magnificent. Every one of you 

made me proud to be in show business." 

On February 26, 1971, the Assembly Commerce Committee was told that the 

gaming industry needs the protection it would have if gaming debts were 

legally collectable. Major Riddle, President of the Dunes told the Committee 

the hotel presently has $4 million in credit outstanding to customers. 

"We've been finding many people financing their businesses through us. 

They'll come in here and cash a check for $5,000 and spend maybe $100. The 

rest of the money is like an interest free loan and the hotel is almost 

powerless to collect it." - Major Riddle, February 26, 1971 

  

  

In the first week of August, 1971, Major Riddle announced announced plans for 

a $2 million remodeling program of the casino and main public areas of the 

Dunes. The first phase of the program was scheduled to being August 30. On 

that date, when the curtain rang down on the 2:00am performance of Vive Les 

Girls in the Persian Lounge, crews of workmen will be standing by to begin 

converting the famed showroom to a 100 seat luxurious Keno lounge. 

Phase two included a new front entrance to the hotel with automatic doors for 

easier access to new lobbies and the casino area, which was to be enlarged 

2,000 square feet. 

A raised 30 seat bar and 60 seat cocktail lounge was to be added adjacent to 

the Dome of the Sea. The Baccarat area was to be enlarged, recessed and 

partially enclosed. 16 major-sized dimmed crystal chandeliers would run the 

length of the casino. 
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Other plans included additional rest room facilities, remodeling of the 

casino cage and refurbishing the Casino de Paris showroom. The elevator lobby 

of the Diamond of the Dunes highrise will have a new public seating area. 

Yates-Silverman, Inc., of Los Angeles was retained to handle the program. 

Headed by Bill Yates and Charles Silverman, the newly formed interior design 

firm will consist of basically the same group who conceived and designed the 

present Dunes. 

Zick and Sharp are the architects with a completion date of the entire 

project set for Christmas week. 

"The motif of the remodeling can best be described as having a 'Regency Look' 

of quiet elegant and regal comfort." - Charles Silverman 

"The plans, which have been under consideration for many months, will result 

in a distinctive new look for the hotel and casino. We are sparing no expense 

in our determination to make the Dunes the finest and most luxurious gaming 

facility and resort hotel on the Las Vegas Strip." - Major Riddle 

In December 1971, employees listed with the resort included Sid Wyman, and 

Bob Rice. 

In 1971, Casino De Paris Showorom showcased Casino de Paris '71 starring 

Heidi Bruhl; Earl Green Orchestra 

The Persian Theatre showcased Vive Les Girls '71 starring Frederic Apca/Five 

Colombo Brothers/Barry Monroe & Gary Coster/Vest & Clark/Elmarie Wendel. 

The Sultan's Table showcased Arturo Romero & his Magic Strings. 

Top O' The Strip showcased Monte Bleu; George Liberace Orchestra; Jack Morgan 

directing Art & Dotty Todd; Jack Morgan & Russ Morgan Orchestra; Zep Misner; 

Ted Noell Orchestra; and Orrin Tucker & his Orchestra. 
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1971 Golf Tournament 

Also during this year Jack Morgan and his mother Shirley donated money in 

honor of the Russ Morgan Memorial Funds to the Clark County Library. The 

monies were used to build a permanent music appreciation area in the Fine 

Arts Wing with a plaque honoring Russ' multiple contributions to the world of 

music. The Morgans also contributed a major portion of the Russ Morgan 

musical library to the Flamingo Road Library. 

By 1972, Dunes had added a 2,200 seat convention center and was said to have 

employed over 1,600 people. 

In January of 1972, rumors were flying that the resort had been sold. Resort 

management spokesman Sherlock Feldman stated: 

"Everyone (key personnel) is going to stay. There will be no radical changes. 

Some of the owners sold some of their shares . . . about 20% . . . to invite 

new stock holders. As I see it, there will be no changes in management." 

On March 11, 1972, James Tom Morrison turned 83. Born in Lethona, Georgia, 

Morrison was affectionately called "Daddy-O". Morrison was with the Dunes 

when she opened as Head Porter, and had never missed a day of work. He joked 

that his attitude towards women were "Get 'em young . . . Treat 'em rough . . 

. Tell em' nothing!" He jokingly referred to his wife, 20 years his junior, 

as being "over the hill." 

In 1972, Casino de Paris showcased Casino de Paris '72 starring Fay McKay; 

and Earl Green Orchestra. 

In December 1972, an all new Casino de Paris opened starring Marc Anthony/Fay 

McKay/Jean Marghilano/Earl Green Orchestra. 

  

  

The Sultan's Table showcased Arturo Romero & His Magic Strings. Royal Box 

Lounge showcased Lotus Young. 

Top O' The Strip showcased Russ Carlyle & his Orchestra; Jan Garber & His 

Orchestra; Russ Morgan Orchestra w/Jack Morgan; Ted Noell; Orrin Tucker 

Orchestra; Art & Dotty Todd. In attendance at Jack Morgan's closing night 

were Robert Young and his wife. 
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On December 15, 1972, Dunes hosted the Firemen's Ball. 

Also in 1972, Dome After Hours (which is Dome of the Sea after midnight) 

showcased Charlie Brill & Mitzi McCall; Pepper Davis; The Horn; Berri Lee; 

Garr Nelson - singing Maitre d'; Penny; Carmi & Tommy Raft; Margie Tucker; 

and Jimmy Henrickson Orchestra. During one particular show, Charlie Brill 

threw one of Mitzi McCall's shoes in the pond that fronted the stage. She 

then took his glasses and threw them in. At the end, magician Berri Lee 

stripped down to trunks and dove in to retrieve them. 

In March of 1973, Director of Publicity and Advertising Jean Magowan wanted 

to prove a point. As Al Besselink rushed pass her she whispered "The Russians 

are in Henderson." Besselink shot back "Take care of it baby!" 

In 1973, Dunes' buffet dinner cost $2.95 for adults and $2.00 children under 

11. 

In 1973, Casino De Paris Showroom showcased Casino de Paris starring Marc 

Anthony/Argentinian Gauchos/Diana Byer/Double Three Singers/Martin 

Fredman/The Two Kims/Kitty Kover/Flying Fercos/Four Tonys/Argentinian 

Gauchos/Earl Green Orchestra. The Maitre d' was Bill Ryff. 
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The Flying Fercos consisted of Areanna, Dagmar and Olga. Areanna was the 

youngest at 17 years old and appeared on the cover of the June, 1973 Las 

Vegas Star magazine. During one of the shows, Sammy Davis, Jr., visited with 

Dagmar and Olga. 

"What memories that issue brings to mind. Adreanna was from Czechoslovakia 

and was gorgeous. She died at age 34 of cancer. Broke my heart...She was so 

beautiful inside and out. I did all the photography for that issue. That 

issue had 3 printings and none ever sold more copies. They, along with their 

two brothers were known as "The Flying Fercos." Frederick Apcar, producer of 

the "Casino de Paris" show has been with Areanna's sister Olga for years. 

There was a Dunes re-union about 2 years ago and I saw them there." - Mike 

Christ, May, 2003 

  

  

The Persian Room showcased Vive Les Girls with showgirl Pat Gill. Gill was 

born in Durban, South Africa. She studied dance at age 5, and by the time she 

was 16, she was dancing in Bal du Moulin Rouge in Paris. Major Riddle 

discovered the dancer and she boarded a jet on December 7, 1967 (as of 2000, 

she was a 21 dealer at Sunset Station). 

The Dome Of The Sea featured Dome After Hours with Garr Nelson, Mermaid Kippy 

Lou, Mermaid Harpist, and Pepper Davis. 

Sultan's Table showcased Stu Gardner/Mike McGriff; Arturo Romero & his Magic 

Strings. 
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Top O' The Strip showcased Arvon Dale Trio; Russ Carlyle Orchestra; Mike 

Corda Trio; Russ Morgan Orchestra directed by Jack Morgan; Art & Dotty Todd; 

Mike Corda Trio. 

  

  

  

  

It was noted that Jack Morgan was setting a style as he directed the Russ 

Morgan Orchestra he was wearing all red, right down to the shoes. 

In 1974, Dunes showcased Frederic Apcar's Casino de Paris '74, and Danny 

Thomas/Manuela. The Maitre d' was Ray Pistilli. 

  

  

  

  

 

Thomas is with teenagers who were in the March for St. Jude's in 1973 
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The Top O' The Strip showcased Russ Carlyle & his Orchestra/Patty Clayton and 

Russ Morgan Orchestra w/Jack Morgan. Dancing was offered 8:00pm to 3:00am. 

The Maitre d' was Robert Sutter. The Sultan's Table showcased Arturo Romero's 

Magic Violins. During this time it was advertised that the Table offered a 

French menu with dinners starting at $9.00. 

Dome of the Sea showcased Harpist Kippy Lou Brinkman. The Dome offered fish 

and steaks and chops. Fish dinners started at $9.00 with a large a la carte 

menu. The Sultan's Table featured Arturo Romero's Magic Violins. 

In 1975, After Riddle's partner, Irving Kahn died, his attorney, Morris 

Shenker arranged with Kahn's estate to buy his Continental Connector 

interest. Shenker became Chairman of the Board and Chief Controlling Officer. 

  

  

 

Dunes 1975  

Donated by Steve Fischer 

In 1975, Dunes showcased Casino de Paris '75. 

In 1976, Shenker sued the Teamsters Union for $140 million, claiming labor 

backed out of the $40 million load to expand the Dunes. The U.S. Department 

of Labor intervened. It was declared illegal and Shenker's lawsuit was 

dismissed. 

In 1976, Dunes showcased Casino de Paris '76. The Maitre d' was Ray Pistilli. 

In October of 1977, the SEC filed a civil suit in U.S. District Court naming 

Morris Shenker, Pipefitters Welfare Education Fund, and Pipefitters Local 

Union No. 562 Pension Fund as well as 16 others for allegedly making use of 

$23.5 million in labor union pension funds to finance the struggling Dunes. 

Shenker, the unions, and 11 of the defendants consented to the charges 

without admitting or denying guilt. It was stated that Shenker was the 

majority shareholder of Continental Connector Corp., whose primary asset was 

the Dunes. The SEC stated the Pipefitters Funds sold a large amount of their 

high-grade portfolio securities and invested the proceeds in land development 

companies owned by Shenker and his wife. 

These purported investments, totalling $23.5 million at one time constitute 

almost 65% of the assets of the pension funds the SEC reported. The SEC 

stated the union money collected for workers' retirement and medical benefits 
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were used primarily in the financing operations of a Shenker operation called 

Murietta Hot Springs, Inc., which operated a spa, hotel and recreational 

complex in Riverside County, California. Murrietta, also named in the suit, 

offered land for sale in the development. The SEC stated the spa had suffered 

heavy losses of more than $20 million since 1969 because of its failure to 

sell enough development property. The SEC said Murrietta had handled it cash 

flow problems by borrowing at least $23.5 million from the union pension 

funds. 

The SEC further alleged that the unions made the loans beginning in September 

of 1970, by withdrawing money from a "conservative" investment portfolio of 

"cash, commercial paper, bank certificates of deposit, high-grade corporate 

bonds and high-grand corporate stock. All loans to Shenker and his companies 

were rapidly approved by the trustee of the Pipefitters Funds despite the 

fact that they knew little of real estate investments and that the Pipefitter 

Funds had not previously made any real estate loans." 

In 1977, Frederick Apcar's Casino de Paris showcased Casino De Paris. Paris 

was conceived, produced and directed by Frederick Apcar, and the stage and 

choreography was by Ron Lewis. The costumes were designed by Jose Luis 

Vinkas, with the original music and arrangements by Bill Reddie. Paris 

starred Kathleen Schriner/Heather Victorson/Ginnie Pallone/Paul King/Larry 

New. 

  

  

To obtain publicity for this show, Dunes created a program which included two 

33-1/3 LPs built into the program. The recording was produced by Showtime 

Records. The Dunes Hotel Sound Chief Engineering was Thomas Hudson, and the 

Technical Advisor was Forrest Hancock. The remote facilities was Las Vegas 

Recording Studios. The artwork, layout and design of the program was done by 

Michael Fichera, and the photograph composite was done by Repro Color in Los 

Angeles, California. 

Top of the Strip showcased Russ Morgan Orchestra w/ Jack Morgan. Sultan's 

Table showcased Arturo Romero's Magic Violins. Dome of the Sea showcased 

Kippy Lou; The Royal Box showcased Steve Sayer. 

"My uncle Sid Wyman died in June 1978. Casino play was halted for two minutes 

at the Dunes at the hour of his funeral. Not too long before he died, my 
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uncle lived in a suite of rooms on the 7th floor of the Dunes Hotel, where my 

brother and I occasionally spent a night or two. One night, we three were 

watching the final episode of the TV show, The Fugitive. We ordered room 

service - not wanting to spend too much of my uncle's money, I ordered a 

hamburger. My uncle was more than a little put out - he told me dinner at the 

Dunes Hotel could not include a hamburger - I think I went for lobster." - 

David Wyman, Nov. 2002 

  

  

 

Dune signs 1978 

In 1978, Dunes showcased Casino de Paris '78. The Lounge showcased Bob 

Anderson; and Billy Stevenson/Celebrity Four. 

In 1979, the Chairman of the Board was Morris A. Shenker. Shenker was born in 

Russia and moved to the U.S. when he was 15 years old where he shined shoes 

and then washed dishes. In St. Louis, he enrolled in night school and without 

a high school diploma was accepted into St. Louis University. In 1932 he 

earned his law degree from Washington University. Shenker co-founded the 

Dismas House in St. Louis which the 20th Century Fox film Hoodlum Priest was 

dedicated. 

Shenker became nationally famous in the field of law, particularly criminal 

law, and had been recognized by universities and bar associations in U.S. He 

served as President of the American Defense Attorneys and was one of the few 

responsible for the creation of a College for Defense Attorneys in Texas. 

Shenker's business directions led him to Las Vegas and his ownership of the 

Dunes. 

Shenker's wife Lillian, had left a trail of civic, religious and 

philanthropic success that matched her husband's. She also was a lawyer and 

served as the first woman judge in St. Louis, and later held corporate 

officer post in major resort companies. Lillian was Vice-President in charge 

of Corporate Expansion of the Dunes. 

Throughout her career, her expertise was involved in convict rehabilitation, 

Jewish welfare organizations, culture, opera, ballet, history, education, 

art, emotionally disturbed and countless others. 

"Morris Shenker became involved with the Dunes. It was rumored Shenker never 

paid anyone, and he never put one solitary nickel into the joint. Major was 

told to not get involved with Shenker. But, being the Major, he didn't 

listen. He got involved with Shenker on a deal for a Holiday Inn downtown. 

Morris never put up his end. Major got stuck with a real turkey." - Mike 

Christ, July 2002 
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At the 1979 employee Christmas party, 15-year employee Sandra Lee DeLillo, 

Executive Housekeeper, became employee of the year and the company's newest 

stockholder. Working her way up through the ranks since July 8, 1964, DeLillo 

came from maid to department head. Morris Shenker said it was her loyalty and 

initiative that won her the title of top employee of 1979. Besides the praise 

and honor, DeLillo was presented 10 shares of stock in the Dunes. 

In November of 1979, Dunes hosted the third annual Plimpton Cup World Amateur 

Backgammon Championship. Truck driver Wayne Araki of Vancouver, British 

Columbia won first prize of $150,000, Larry Arnold of Bellingham, Washington 

received a double prize for winning the beginner's division - a loving cup 

and a 1980 Monte Carlo. 

In December of 1979, golf course ratings for Southern Nevada golf clubs were 

completed and approved by the Southern Nevada Golf Association. By a fraction 

of a stroke, Dunes' course came up as the most difficult layout among the 13 

clubs measured. With a championship rating of 74.5, the Dunes ranked slightly 

tougher than Calvada Valley, Desert Inn, and Las Vegas and Paradise Country 

Club courses. 
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Some of the celebrities who visited the Dunes included "The Bear" in BJ and 

The Bear TV show, Debbie Boone, Mohammad Ali, Glen Campbell, David Brenner & 

Tony Bennett. 

A course rating is the measure of a club's degree of difficulty and is the 

basis for computing membership handicaps. Normal par figures play no role in 

establishing the handicap figures because they sometimes bear little relation 

to the actual strength of the course. 

  

  

Don Welch, Golf Director for the Dunes Country Club, and Ralph Agretto for 

the Dunes Baccarat arranged the Dunes Employee Golf Tournament. The 

tournament was played over a 2 day period. Winners were casino cage employee 

David Dionisio who took the big prize of $500 and a trip where he scored 

closest-to-the-pin on the #12 hole. The winning length was 4 feet, 2 inches. 

Dealer Tony Purcell took the $100 prize money for closet-to-the-pin on the #4 

hole, and Baccarat employee Arland Smith won a set of irons when he won the 

drawing. 

In December of 1979, the Dunes built a 17-story companion to the Diamond of 

the Dunes. This 400 room tower brought the total Dunes rooms up to 1,300. The 

new tower advertised the most luxurious suites in the entire resort world 

with multi-level layouts, lavish flora and cascading waterfalls. 

  

  

During this year, Casino de Paris Showroom showcased Casino de Paris '79. The 

Sultan's Table showcased Arturo Romero's Magic Violins. The Maitre d' was Ray 

Pistelli. Dinner and Shows were advertised at $16.50, cocktails and shows 

were advertised at $12 and $14. 

Top O' the Strip showcased Bob Anderson; Celebrity Four; Ron Guthrie; and 

Billy Stevenson. Royal Box showcased Steve Beyer. 
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Dunes hosted the 1979/1980 News Years Eve party 

  

  

 

In February, 1980, Dunes advertised Casino de Paris, Top O' the Dunes, 

Sultan's Table, and Dome of the Sea 

  

  

In March 1980, Dunes presented its first newsletter/magazine Oasis. Vice-

President Jerry Conte stated that Morris Shenker offered to pay $50 to the 
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employee who submits a name the management liked better. Frank Sinatra 

protege Marlene Ricci was chosen for the cover. 

  

  

 

Top O' The Dunes, Sultan's Table, and Just Horsin' Around 

Friends of the late Max Goot, pioneer Las Vegas businessman, had arranged to 

help the S. Nevada Children's Home in Boulder City through gift certificates 

at Dunes Just Horsin' Around children's store. The store dedicated the $8,000 

donation to the memory of Goot. 

  

  

 

Shoes At Dunes, Jewels by Mordechai, Mary Lou's, Dunes Gifts, Fantasy Flowers 

  

  

The Shenkers were presented with a plaque for their achievement in civic and 

community affairs and their struggles against bigotry. 
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Wilson Frost, Deputy Mayor of Chicago, made a trip to Las Vegas to present 

Morris and Lillian Shenker a plaque which was placed in the Variety Club 

Karyn Kupcinet Center of Little City Foundation, Palatine, Illinois. The 

Foundation specialized in recreational and social needs of the mentally 

retarded. 

During this year Dunes advertised the 18-hole Emerald Green Championship Golf 

Course which extended a full mile to the rear of the hotel, from Tropicana 

Blvd., to the south to dunes94/Flamingo Road on the north. The golf course 

was the biggest in the state of Nevada - 7,240 yards, par 72. The course 

contained five man-made lakes which framed the fairway. 

  

  

Hall of Famer Willie Mays hosted the four-day Weintraub Celebrity Golf 

Tournament this year. Mays headed a field of sports and entertainment 

celebrities which included Joe DiMaggio, Tommy John and Don Sutton, Jim 

Palmer, Craig Nettles, Elliot Maddox, Jay Johnstone, Jim Kaat, Bill Russell, 

Ralph Kiner, Rick Reuschel, Fred Stanley, Bill "Moose" Skowron, Bob Turley, 

Dick Williams, Joe Pignatano, Joe Amalfitano, Ernie Banks, Joe Youngblood, 

Don Stanhouse, Shecky Greene, Sonny King, Jerry Vale, and Telly Savalas. 

Winning teams received golfers lamps in addition to other prizes. A dinner-

dance was held in the Crown Jewel Room. Ladies played bingo followed by a 

late afternoon cocktail party. 
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Bill Barry, Joe DiMaggio, William Devane, Met's Manager Joe Torres, Julie 

Weintraub, Shecky Greene, Jim Brown, Barbara Weintraub 

There were five tennis courts free to the guests, two that were night lit. 

The resort also contained men's and women's health clubs and a solaria. 

The property held acres of free parking, two giant swimming pools, a complete 

laundry and dry cleaning plant, and a staff of more than 2,300. 

In 1980, eight members of the Joseph Colombo organized crime family of New 

York City stayed at the Dunes, fueling suspicions about the business. Four 

were later indicated on an alleged airline ticket reimbursement scan, but 

charges were dismissed. 

On November 21, 1980, Dunes opened its convention facilities to house guests 

that were injured and/or traumatized from the burning MGM Grand which was 

directly across the street. 

  

  

During this year the Board of Directors of the International Boxing Hall of 

Fame had selected Dunes as the site for its permanent shrine. As part of the 

agreement, Dunes was to donate land on the resort's property valued at 

approximately $10 million, together with temporary office facilities and 

assistance in world-wide fund raising. The shrine was to be constructed on 

five acres, plus reciprocal parking. This is the only mention I could find on 

the shrine. I can find no information that this dream ever became a reality. 

In 1980, Casino De Paris Showroom showcased Casino de Paris. The Royal Box 

Lounge showcased Steve Beyer. The Top O' Dunes showcased Bob Anderson, and 

Marlene Ricci. The Dome of the Sea showcased Kippy Lou. 
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Ricci accepted a long-term contract at the Dunes' Top Of The Dunes that 

allowed her to keep her main room performances. Celebrities like Liberace, 

Glen Campbell, Gladys Knight, and Wayne Newton would make frequent trips to 

visit her at the club and making guests appearances. 

While at the Dunes, Ricci appeared more than 20 times on The Merv Griffin 

show, as well as many appearances on The Tonight Show, Dinah Shore Show, and 

Mike Douglas Show. During this period, Ricci also appeared on the CBS Special 

Cinderella At The Palace, which chronicled her own story of leaving a small 

town in upstate New York, coming to Vegas, being discovered by a big star and 

becoming his opening act. This special featured Sinatra, Tom Jones, Ann 

Margret, Paul Anka, Sammy Davis, Jr., and Andy Williams. This show was also 

seen worldwide and led to bookings in Prague Czechoslovakia, Philippines, 

Chile, Canada, and Finland. 

In July of 1981, the poker room was managed by Chip Reese and it contained 10 

tables, 7 card stud $1-4, $3-6. Hold-em $3-6, $5-10. Hi Lo Split $10-20. 
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In 1981, Casino Showroom showcased Casino de Paris '80. The show was produced 

and directed by Frederic Apcar, and billed Jon Lexia Orchestra and a cast of 

100. The Maitre d' was Ray Pistilli. 

  

  

In 1982, the Casino Theater showcased Robert Goulet. The dinner show was 

$18.75, and the midnight cocktail show was $15.75. Top of the Dunes showcased 

Loretta Holloway. 

In 1983, the Dunes added a second casino "The Oasis." 

  

  

  

  

  

  

Top O' The Dunes showcased Johnnie Ray. 

Pressure mounted at the Dunes, as creditors and foreclosure loomed over her 

head. Stuart and Clifford Perlman, former major owners of Caesars Palace, 

managed the resort but talks to save the resort failed. By 1984, they knew 

foreclosure was imminent. Then Shenker filed for bankruptcy with $34 million 

in debts around the same time. 

In 1984, the Dunes made an appearance in Oxford Blue. 

In late 1984, Valley Bank of Nevada, and California farmer John Anderson, 

owner of the Maxim Hotel, bought the controlling interest in the resort. 
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In 1985, the sultan, who had been moved to the golf course during the 

renovations caught fire and was destroyed. It is reported that there was an 

electrical short in his stomach which caused the fire. 

During this year the Dunes advertised its Emerald Green Country Club. It was 

located at 3650 Las Vegas Blvd., South. It contained 18 holes, par 72. 

Yardage was 7,240 championship, 6,571 for regulars, and 5,982 for the ladies. 

It contained a pro shop, restaurant and cocktail lounge. The Green Fees for 

hotel guests and locals were $26 including the cart. All others were $36, 

with $8 for cart fees per person. The club rental was $15. The shoe rental 

was $3. 

The resort also contained five outdoor tennis courts, two lighted. Renowned 

tennis pro Richard Gonzales, Jr., gave lessons. It contained a pro shop, and 

racquet rentals were $4. The courts were opened to the general public as well 

as guests. 

The Dunes held the International Dinner Buffet. The cost was $3.95. 

Also during this time Sultan's Table was known for its French and Continental 

dishes found in burgundy colored Oriental, Turkish decor, with magic violins. 

Specialties include rack of lamb, veal Oscar, Chateaubriand, seafood and 

crepes Sarcie. Prices ranged from $17.50 to $50. 

The casino held 12 poker tables with Johnny Moss as Manager, and a sports 

book with Buddy Shannon as Manager. 

As if the sultan burning was a sign, M&R Investment then filed for 

bankruptcy. 

In 1985, Casino Showroom showcased The Comedy Store. The Maitre d' was 

Chester Kleinecke. The Casino Lounge showcased Denise Clemente and Steve 

Beyer. The Oasis Lounge showcased Cook E. Jarr & the Krums, and Tony Tillman. 

In 1987, Japanese millionaire investor Masao (or Masai) Nangaku purchased the 

Dunes for $155 million and promises big improvements for the then 163 acre 

property. Unfortunately, he could not make it a financial success. Casino 

industry analysts said the Dunes was a victim of mismanagement, as well as 

competition from the megaresorts that were typified by Mirage. 

In 1988, Casino Showroom showcased The Comedy Store starring Argus Hamilton, 

James Lee Reeves, Felicia Michaels, Willy Parsons and Brenda Ferrari. The 

Oasis Lounge showcased Dusty Barron, and Sandy Hackett's Talent Showcase. 
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In 1990, Casino Theatre showcased Casino Theatre is High Voltage. 

In 1991, Dunes had a busy year starring in both Harley Davidson and the 

Marlboro Man, and Hot Shots! 

  

  

 

Golf Course early 90s 

In 1992, Donald O'Connor celebrated his birthday at the Dunes at the Top of 

the Dunes, during his engagement at the resort. He celebrated his birthday 

with Peggy Ryan who was a dancer in his show who shared the same birthday as 

O'Connor. Celebrities who helped celebrate were Phyllis McGuire, Joe 

Williams, Telly Savalas, Brian Keith, Norm Crosby, Barbara McNair, Norma 

Miller, Tony Martin, Don Cherry, and Buddy Hackett. 

"During the Dunes Hotel's heyday, some of the biggest dice games in town 

could be found there, and some of the most interesting ones as well. On one 

occasion, an older gentleman was shooting a hot hand, having held the dice 

for over an hour as he rolled one winning number after another. During the 

excitement of the game, the shooter threw the dice with such exhilaration 

that his false teeth fell out of his mouth and on to the layout! The boxman 

on the game, in total deadpan, reached into his mouth, pulled out his false 

teeth, and set them on the layout and declared, 'You're covered!'" - Larry 

Lermusiaux, 1996 article 

After five years of fighting for an unconditional gaming license, which he 

finally obtained, and trying to liquidate assets to finance $200 million in 

needed upgrades to the crumbling structure. On November 17, 1992, Nangaku 

sold it for $75 million to Mirage visionary Steve Wynn. 
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Before closing, Dunes showcased Wild Things starring Bobby Berosini and Kirby 

Van Burch. 

Dunes closed her doors at midnight on January 26/27, 1993, and gaming tables 

and slot machines were carted away. Approximately 1,000 employees danced to a 

calypso band, and feasted on free prime rib at the Sultan's Table and gulped 

down $.50 drinks at the only open bar before streaming outside to watch as 

the giant marquee went dark. The closing put between 1,300 and 1,400 people 

out of work. 

". . . We've been like a family. It's going to be really tough for us out 

there." - Dorothy McFarland, 31 year employee, security guard 

"We've raised each others' children. We've buried each others' parents. We've 

lived each other's lives. That's what we'll miss. The unity part." - Dense 

Watson, 15 year cage cashier 

"It was the jewel of the Strip. Celebrities of the highest magnitude were 

patrons here. You were rubbing elbows with the elite of the entertainment and 

sports world." - Earl Brookner, pit boss, spent half of his life working at 

the Dunes 

  

  

Jerry Pearlman laid a $5 chip on the pass line, scored a seven on the first 

roll of the dice and, at 2:45am, stepped from the craps table at the Dunes. 

Pearlman, who operated a dunes jacket shop and gambled in the casino for some 

15 years, tossed the last roll of the dice at the resort. Chips from the 

roulette and blackjack tables were gathered up and counted before Pearlman's 

ceremonial throw of the dice, and all gambling was halted at 5:15am, when the 

coins from the last of some 950 slot and video poker machines were collected. 
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Closing the machines and table games began on January 24th, and went 

smoothly, sand Steve Warner, an official with Gambling Associates, Inc., 

which was hired to handle the transfer of the property to Wynn from Nangaku. 

"We were way ahead of schedule," Warner said of the process, supervised by 

nine auditors and enforcement against the state Gaming Control Board. "The 

gaming board people expressed some skepticism that we would make it according 

to plan. We fooled them." 

Table games in the recently added Oasis casino, were shut down at 7:00pm on 

the 24th, and all but five table games in the main casino were shut down at 

10:30pm. The remaining games were closed as players left the tables. There 

was between $1,100 and $3,100 worth of chips at each of the blackjack tables. 

The Keno board was shut down at 7:30pm on the 24th with game number 777. 

Company employees and gaming agents began emptying and turning off the 

electronic gaming devices at midnight, about a half hour after a player hit a 

nickel jackpot on a video poker machine, scoring a royal flush and winning 

$200 Warner said. Gaming agents taped the coin slots shut and pasted "out of 

order" stickers on the screen. Coins were delivered to the counting room and, 

along with casino chips and cash, were then transferred to the cashier's 

cage. Arthur Anderson and Co., accountants arrived at the casino early Monday 

morning to do a final audit before the money was deposited in a local bank. 

Warner smiled and shook his head when asked the amount of the final drop, or 

deposit. "No, I can't tell you that," he said. "Let's just say a good sum of 

money." 

Richard Goeglein, president of Gaming Associates, Inc., said he would prefer 

that his company never has to close another casino. 

"The emotion, the human costs that's involved, is tremendous," Goeglein said 

of the three months the firm spent gradually scaling down business. Gaming 

industry analysts say the Dunes was a victim of mismanagement and the impact 

larger megaresorts have had on many of the older, venerable casinos that 

failed to adapt to the competition. But some see the Dunes as symbolic of the 

passing of a more glamorous era of gambling in Las Vegas, when struggling 

casinos like the Aladdin, Sands, Sahara, and Desert Inn were the jewels of 

the Strip. 

"A lot of people like the old Vegas. They don't like the crowds," Watson said 

of the days actors, celebrities and mobsters wandered through the casino. 

"The Dunes was class. The Dunes as the place to go. Places like the Dunes 

dying, it can be prevented," Watson said. "Then again, maybe that's my heart 

speaking." 
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In April 23, 1993, Ed Hassen of Young Electric Sign Co., dismantled the 

flashing neon plams on the Oasis Casino, a 1982 addition to the Dunes. The 

sign was sold at auction by liquidators and was going to be shipped to the 

buy in Taiwan. 

  

  

On September 16, 1993, a four alarm fire, swept through portions of the Dunes 

filling the Strip with oily black smoke, attracting gawkers and forcing a 

partial evacuation of the Barbary Coast. The blaze began shortly before 

3:26pm in a two story bungalow section of the hotel behind the north tower, 

and was spread by winds gusting up to 30mph that caused embers and flaming 

debris to slow that busy intersection. Clark County Fire Department spokesman 

Bob Leinbach said the fire started when a construction worker driving a 

front-loader ran over an electrical circuit. 

  

  

Parts of the Dunes were being demolished by the workers. One of the hotel's 

two towers was expected to be brought down by an explosion in November 

according to officials with Mirage. Leinbach said workers noticed sparks, and 

burning debris swoon swept to other parts of the building. 

  

  

"The wind spread the fire in the worst direction possible, in the path of 

more fuel, so the fire spread. Had it not done that, the fire, I think would 

not have been as big as it was." - Bob Leinbach 

about 150 people at Mirage's job center in the hotel's south tower were 

evacuated without incident. Guests on the fourth floor of the Barbary Coast 

also were evacuated as the smoke hovered over the hotel, pushed northeast by 

the winds. Barbary Coast and Flamingo Hilton officials were advised to turn 

off air ventilation systems to prevent smoke from entering hotel rooms. 

Caesars Palace turned on its lawn sprinklers to protect the property from 

floating embers. Barbary Coast cocktail waitress Bridget Murray said the 

fire's smoke took its toll on her as it wafted into the casino. 
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"It was bad. I thought I was going to get sick. My throat hurt so bad." - 

Bridget Murray 

As fire crews surrounded the hotel with a perimeter of water, Leinbach said, 

"Its a fire we're going to put in a defensive mode rather than an offensive 

mode." Fire officials did not want to risk serious injury to firefighters 

when ere were no lives in jeopardy, he said. Three firefighters were injured 

slightly. One was taken to Desert Springs Hospital with a back injury and 

another was taken to Valley Hospital Medical Center with chest pains. A third 

suffered smoke inhalation, as did a bystander. 

The first alarm was issued at 3:26pm. Less than one-half hour later, the fire 

had progressed to four-alarm status. 33 fire units, 125 firefighters and 

dozens of support personnel was called to the scene. Leinbach said isolated 

fires broke out in the 17 story north tower but a sprinkler system prevented 

flames from spreading. No sprinkler systems were in the low-rise section of 

the building where the fire began Mirage's Alan Feldman said. He said 

asbestos had been removed from the section of the hotel where the 

construction workers had just begun their first day tearing down that part of 

the building which had been constructed in 1955. Steve Wynn's brother Kenny, 

who was directing the demolition, said there were 15 workers on the site when 

the fire started. 

"They were working at the corner of the building," he said, pointing to a 

corner of the burning bungalow just north of the hotel's south tower. "when 

the fire was reported, the foreman got the workers out and counted heads. 

They were all accounted for." 

K. Wynn stayed much of the time at the fire command center to the west of the 

burning bungalows. His greatest concern was that the wind would shift 

direction and push the fire to the Dunes' south tower, which contained the 

personnel records for Mirage and Treasure Island. "If the fire got to the 

south tower, all the records would be lost." K. Wynn said. The south tower 

which was to remain standing after the rest of the Dunes was razed was 

untouched and fire officials said employees probably cold return to the tower 

on September 17th. Wynn said the north tower was empty and on schedule to be 

demolished. 

"I told the firefighters we're going to be tearing that building down so 

don't even risk a skinned elbow on it. 

A Clark County Building Inspector arrived at the fire scene to check for 

structural damage. 

S. Wynn, who suffered from a degenerative eye disease, was led to the commend 

center about 5:00pm by another man. County fire officials then went over to 

Wynn and gave him a status. 

When Fire Chief Clell West learned the fire was at the Dunes, he dispatched 

two city fire trucks and following in one of the City's fire command cars. 

About 4:20pm, the command center learned the fire had reached the north tower 

near the 14th or 15th floor. A blown-out window and soot stains marked the 

spot. A small stream of water running down the side of the tower's west face 

was a welcome sign to firefighters. The fire had triggered the tower's 

automatic springer system, which immediately extinguished the tower blaze. 
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About the same time, fire broke out in the hotel's casino. Firefighters began 

running hose lines through the Oasis casino from the LV Blvd., entrance about 

4:35pm, and quickly brought the blaze under control. Many of the firefighters 

on the scene were veterans of the 1980 MGM Grand Hotel Fire. Through the 

smoke and flames firefighters would catch glimpses of Bally's (original MGM), 

bringing back painful memories. One paramedic, a veteran of the MGM fire, 

said it was the first thing he thought of as he pulled up to the Dunes. "But 

it's not the same," he said. "There aren't people we have to worry about this 

time." 

Resident Lee Williams said a horrifying thought ran through his mind as he 

spied the clouds of smoke. "As I was coming up, I was thinking, "Oh, No, not 

Bally's again. Oh, no, not another MGM. -- This is just a jinxed corner." 

When he realized it was the Dunes, he felt relief. "It's a trash building 

anyway. As long as nobody gets hurt, who really cares. The people are here 

are getting a good show." 

One Mirage employee looked at the bright side. "Hey, we outdid Stupak," the 

employee said, referring to the three-alarm fire that engulfed Bob Stupak's 

Vegas World Stratosphere Tower early August 29. 

The fire was contained by 7:00pm, but firefighters stayed on the scene 

overnight to battle any flare-ups. About 8:30pm, renewed flames in the 

southwest corner of the area set clouds of smoke drifting across the Strip. 

With the fire taken care - business went back as usual for the implosion. 

Preparations of the implosion were taking place. It takes almost as much 

preparation to bring one of the ladies down as to build her. The project 

manager was Stacey Loizeaux of Loizeaux's firm, Phoenix, Maryland, based 

Controlled Demolition, Inc., was a third generation demolition business 

headed by her father, Mark Loizeaux. 

"For me personally, it's an absolute rush but it's also depressing and anti-

climactic. You spend three weeks inside getting to know this building and in 

12 seconds it's on the ground." - Stacey Loizeaux 

Controlled Demolition had previously imploded the Metropolitan Detention 

Center in New York for the film Demolition Man and the Ballnap Hotel in 

Louisville, KY for an MTV promotion for that movie. It addition, they leveled 

two buildings for the movie Lethal Weapon 3. 

It was reported that the Dunes' implosion will be different. Instead of just 

movie camera, there was going to be hordes of people including Steve Wynn and 

his VIP guests. 

Controlled Demolition did warn that this was indeed a dangerous operation. In 

September of 1993 in Glasgow Scotland, 61 year old Helen Tinny was killed and 

three others were hurt when Ladkarn Wreckers imploded the Gorbals Tower, a 

high rise building that had become a nuisance. Flying debris struck Tinney, 

who died hours after the explosion from her injuries. She had been standing 

in an approved area about 460 feet from the building. Controlled officials 

said they will keep people 800 feet away when they imploded the Dunes, but 

most officials including the Nevada Highway Patrol and Mirage Resorts 

spokesman Alan Feldman are encouraging people to sty home and watch the event 

on TV. 
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Stacey Loizeaux 

"Dust is the only thing we can't control. As such, people with breathing 

problems from asthma, heart problems or pregnancy should avoid watching the 

spectacle." - Stacey Loizeaux 

Casinos near the Dunes have expressed concerned about the dust that will be 

raised by the implosion, but Wynn promised to pay for any cleaning necessary 

after the implosion. 

The process of demolishing the Dunes began with stripping the columns in the 

basement, first and second floors that support the 23 story structure. Holes 

were drilled at even distances into the columns to accommodate 1-1/2 inch by 

8 inch sticks of Atlas Power Primer. The dynamite-like agent explodes at 

18,000 feet per second. The loading of explosives, the last thing done to 

prepare for demolition, started on October 23rd and concluded on October 

27th. Loose sand was used to hold the explosives in place inside the columns, 

which were wrapped in chain-link fencing and heavy textile fabric to keep 

large and small concrete fragments from flying when the explosive are 

detonated. There were eight sticks of Power Primer in the average column. The 

charges were designed to obliterate the columns and bring the building 

crashing down, leaning about 12 degrees to the west. The folding and falling 

effect was going to be accomplished by placing charges of varying strengths 

in different places, and then igniting the charges at different times. In 

this case, since the implosion was going to be filmed for TV, the goal would 

be to keep the structure immobile for as long as possible. 

Explosives also will be placed in the support columns on the fourth, eighth, 

15th and 19th floors, but with a different goal, to weaken the structure and 

make it fall once the lower supports were gone. Overall, company officials 

said they wanted to leave as little rubble as possible. With the fireworks 

included, the building should take a full 25 seconds to fall. 

It was reported that Steve Wynn was going to throw the switch on the blasting 

machine sending 500 volts of electricity through the detonating cord that 

connects charges together sparking the pyrotechnics and the explosions. The 

pyrotechnicians brought in as consultants to Controlled had practiced their 

part of the event, sparking a small fire in the process that was quickly 

extinguished by waiting firefighters on October 13. Hoses was used on the day 

of the implosion to avoid similar problems. If it worked properly, viewers 

would hear seven loud explosions followed by huge fireball created with 

aviation fuel billowing up the building's east face. Then the sides of the 

building would appear to fold backward as charges at both ends of the 

building and in the wings go off, followed by the center section falling to 

the ground. 

Meanwhile the Dunes sign, which has been turned off, will fall by charges 

detonated at the same time. It would fall to the west, north of the imploded 

building. 
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It was stated that streets around the Dunes was to close at 7:00pm. VIP 

bleachers was to be set up in Bally's parking lot, and I-15 would be closed 

10 minutes the implosion for about 20 minutes. 

Ads were sent out for the free Dunes Demolition Party held on October 27, 

1993, 6:00-11:00pm. 

"Get ready for the biggest blowout in Bally's history. We're celebrating the 

demolition of the Dunes with megatons of casino fun, an explosive lineup of 

superstar entertainment and one gigantic blast - a free demolition party. The 

event will take place in Bally's front lot, where hot dogs, beer and soft 

drinks will be available for sale." 

On October 27, 1993, the Mirage Resorts, Inc., imploded the casino and north 

tower which was televised. The Dunes' death signified a birth of another 

resort. A canon fired by Wynn from the Treasure Island went off signalling 

the implosion. At the same time, it was also signifying the opening and birth 

of the Treasure Island resort. The golf course remained however and it was 

then called the Mirage Golf Course. 

The initials plans were changed, however, at the last minute, when directors 

of the TV film "Treasure Island - The Adventure Begins" decided smoke from 

the six minute fireworks show might obscure the building's face during the 

implosion. As a result, the implosion itself was shortened from 38 seconds to 

23 seconds, but some smoke drifted in front of the building Alan Feldman 

said. 

Mirage officials supplied VIPs seated across from the defunct resort with 

plastic ponchos, ear plugs, goggles and light masks 
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The implosion was emceed by Wynn. Nevada Highway Patrol estimated 200,000 

cheers a fireworks show put on by national known Fireworks by Grucci that 

lighted the Strip with brilliant green, red, white and gold bursts. The 

loudest howls including a standing ovation from crowds gathered in 

grandstands and those standing on the Strip, were reserved for the death of 

the Dunes. 

Wynn came on a public address system early, earning unintended laughter after 

warning those with health problems and the fainthearted to stand father back 

from the doomed hotel at 3650 LV Blvd. S. Wynn had stated that he was 

planning a water-centered resort for the property, which features 1,100 acre-

feet in wells not bound by government regulation. The remaining south tower 

may be incorporated into the new resort. Wynn reminded everyone that: "This 

is not an execution; this is a phoenix rising." 

Wynn returned to center stage shortly after 10:00pm to order the Captain of 

the HMS Britannia, one of two ships docked at his new pirate-themed resort 

Treasure Island, to fire its port cannons at the Dunes. Shortly afterward, 

fire exploded at the base of the sign, and several fireballs flew skyward 

before the cannon's "it" sent sparks flying and the sign falling. A series of 

explosions rocked the Dunes, followed by fire fed by aviation fuel on every 

floor. The building was motionless for a few seconds, its face a mass of 

flames. 

  

  

  

  

Then about 10:10pm, it fell, bathing the streets in dust and black smoke. The 

tower's asphalt roofing caught fire in the implosion but firefighters quickly 

extinguished the blaze. No one was hurt in the stunt, which had been planned 

for months and was well publicized. One standing in front of the Flamingo, 

however, was treated for smoke inhalation. 
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Special effects flames engulf the Dunes' north tower before it crashes into 

its own dust 

Gradually, the smoke cleared as helicopters hovered above what was once a 

thriving hotel. The brightly colored signs of other resorts - Bally's, 

Caesars, and symbolically, The Mirage and Treasure Island showed through the 

Smoke. Wynn, through spokesman Alan Feldman said, "The Dunes went out in 

glory and it will come back better than ever." 

"I don't know what to do to top this. This is hard. This is the beginning of 

another new era of Las Vegas." - Elaine Wynn, Steve's Wife 

  

  

A total of 365 pounds of dynamite placed in 426 holies throughout the 

building brought the hotel cashing down, while 84 flash bombs and 281 fire 

mortars provided the pyrotechnic effects. Despite early concerns from nearby 

casinos, the implosion did not appear to damage any other buildings. 

  

  

Pudgie Evans thought about her late father, Archie Kahanu, as the walls of 

the Dunes came tumbling down. 

"That's where my dad used to work (in a Hawaiian act). I used to go there 

when I was 11 years old. (Tonight) it was kind of sad." - Pudgie Evans 

Her daughter, Tracie Viveros was more philosophical. She said she appreciated 

Wynn's treatment of the demolitions. 

"He did it in a classy way. It was a good sendoff. It was a fitting tribute 

for a please like this." - Tracie Viveros 
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"I felt sad, I did. I was touched. I choked up. It sounds silly, but I did. I 

couldn't cheer. It's like one of the old ones coming down. There aren't that 

many of them left". - British Tourist Sheila Challis upon see the sign coming 

down 

  

  

 

Former employees at Babba's 

Meanwhile, about 150 former Dunes employees gathered at Bubba's bar and grill 

to watch and reminisce. 

"It was home. I can hardly believe they blew it up." - Vern Weissman, 30 year 

employee, craps table 

"It's devastating to me. I'd give my right arm to be back there doing what we 

were doing." - Denise Watson, 15 year employee, cage cashier 

"At least he did it in style; I'll give Steve Wynn that much." - Cathy 

Letourneau, 15 year employee, cage supervisor 

"It was sad tonight. A lot of memories went up in smoke, but at least it went 

down with a lot glory." - Bill Carlyle, 29 year employee, dealer (his fondest 

memory was meeting his wife in 1971. She worked there as a waitress) 

Peg Wallace and Lynn Avakian also me at the resort in 1982. Avakian left in 

1985 and Wallace took over his job to become the first female floor 

supervisor. She left in 1988. Wallace, who worked as an image consultant, set 

up the first Dunes party the night of the closing. The gathering at Bubba's 

attracted more than 300 former employees. 

After the first bash, Neal Vaughn, who owned the bar and worked at the Dunes 

for 20 years, felt compelled to spread the word that he would host an 

implosion party. 

"After all, it's the people that made that place what it was. It marked a 

time when casinos were run by people, not corporation." - Lynn Avakian 

"I joined the casino's VIP Club on my 21st birthday (May 8, 1985) and 

continued visiting the hotel, spending about six weeks a year there, for the 

remainder of their history. I got to know a number of the casino and hotel's 

employees personally. I even met my current wife there when she was a 

cocktail waitress in the casino! 

I received a special invitation to attend the final night dinner and party on 

January 26, 1994. Because the hotel had actually already closed, I had to 

stay down the street at Harrah's. I spent the evening chatting with old 

friends and reminiscing about our memories of the storied place. I was given 

a gift which I still cherish...a case of Dunes brand Champagne (which I will 
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never, of course, open). All of the employees and guests took a last walk 

through the pool area, main casino, Xanadunes casino and Oasis casino. There 

wasn't a dry eye in the house. Then we walked outside onto the corner of the 

Blvd and Flamingo, in front of the Oasis and main sign, for the ceremonial 

"Darkening of the Marquee". 

When the switch was thrown to turn off the sign from a long-time employee, 

the marquee went dark and a small, sad cheer went up from the crowd. But 

then, the grand old lady wasn't quite ready to give in just yet. Just a 

matter of minutes after the marquee went dark...it suddenly sprung to life 

again!!! A surprised murmur went through the crowd, then a casino manager 

(who's name I unfortunately can't remember) yelled "We were just kidding!! 

Everybody back to work!!" A much-needed laugh spread through the bittersweet 

crowd. Finally, the marquee went dark again...but when I was back in my room 

at Harrah's about an hour later, I looked out my window to see the marquee 

once again up and running!!! - Larry W. Thut 

Carlyle called it the "diamond of the Strip" and, as a diamond, it will live, 

in memory, forever. 

Perhaps Dunes wanted to say goodbye in her own way - Jeanne Antonelli hit a 

diamond royal flush, netting her $1,000, on a video poker machine at Bubba's 

just as the Dunes collapsed to the ground. That is a fitting goodbye for a 

lady on the Strip. 

  

  

In 1994, the Dunes south tower was imploded without fanfare to make ready for 

the building of the new resort. Steve Wynn of Mirage Resorts, Inc., also 

owned the Mirage (opened 1989). 

  

  

 

Steve Wynn 

The Dunes' implosion was in the spotlight in the movie "Casino", TV 

infomercial promoting the then-new Treasure Island, and Blasted in Las Vegas. 
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Carol Knoll was at the implosion of the Dunes and provided some pictures from 

her private collection for this site. I am calling this set "The Death of a 

Lady". 
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Of interest, construction workers stumbled onto four bags of Dunes casino 

chips buried at the site of the Dunes resort. Years ago, Las Vegas casino 

operators buried chips in concrete when they were taken out of circulation. 

"These are my two chips. The chips were most likely found when the first 

tower went down under a sidewalk near the first building. But the chips are 

different issues, so there was some time in between the pourings. 

Some of the chips at the bottom of the piles were not hit with cement, and 

others were. There is a piece of the concrete in a coin store in LV with a 

few chips in it. The chips I have were most likely the ones under the pile 

and not hit with too much concrete. I know that one of my chips did have a 

splotch of concrete on it that was chipped off or cleaned off. But some chips 

out there still have the concrete on them. Plus, my chips, like most, have 

been slightly warped due to moisture and pressure. Alan Friedman blocked off 

the area of the Dunes when word spread that chips were found. People know 

that the chips are worth something if they were found, they were supposed to 

be turned in. 

The values are hard to determine since some collectors like these chips 

damaged because it was technically a piece of the Dunes or damaged by the 

Dunes. The collector who I am talking to values his $25 chip (the same as 

mine) at over $900. The amount of damage could reflect this value since his 

is almost perfect in condition. He believes that the values come in at an 

average $1000. But I'm not sure if this is in mint condition or in damaged 

condition. The person who I know put an ad in the paper to get the chips that 

were found. People responded to the ad and he got a few chips. Some of those 

chips I now have. I bought them for $80 and $180, but they could have much 

higher values as listed. The $25 green chip tops $900 value with only about 

4-7 known in existence. The $100 is much more common." - David Lobos 

The following scans are David's two chips that he donated to this site 

SULTAN SIGN 

Of course the main attraction for the resort was the huge sultan standing on 

top. The sultan was designed by Kermit Hobson Hawkins. The following pictures 

is Mr. Hawkins building his design in preparation for his home on top of the 

Dunes. The following set of pictures were graciously donated by Mr. Hawkins 

daughter, Carol Hawkins: 
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Hawkins was born on June 5, 1914 at Brantley, Alabama and died of cancer on 

November 8, 1991. 

Kermit Hobson Hawkins was a nationally known sculptor whose work ranged from 

G.I. Joe to the rising Christ at Ascension Catholic Church. Born and raised 

in Crewshaw County, AL, Hawkins was a Brevard County resident for 13 years. 

His interest in art took shape between battles during WWII, when he carved 

figures from hard South Pacific woods with his Marine knife. 

After two tours of duty, which included the landing on Iwo Jima, Hawkins 

joined Marx Toys in 1946 as master model maker. He stayed with "the largest 

toy maker in the world" until 1975, when it was purchased by Quaker Oats. 

Working with a staff of illustrators and designers, Hawkins made the first 

model of most of the toys the company produced, including G.I. Joe, the Big 

Wheel tricycle, Disney and Flintstones characters and a complete set of 

miniature firearms. 

Hawkins turned to fiberglass and created large figures, such as ascending 

Christs for several churches and the Desert Sheik for the Dunes Hotel in Las 

Vegas. He also invented a special hardening process to protect the fiberglass 

from weathering. 

Hawkins gave carvings to anyone who admired them, family members said. When 

visiting a daughter in Mexico City, he filled up his car with toys and handed 

them out to poor Indian children. 

He met his wife, Helen Hawkins, in 1950 while teaching sculpture to veterans 

in Erie, PA. They married in 1956. Hawkins' daughters are Carol Hawkins and 

Janice Vineziano, and his son Kermit Lee Hawkins. - Excerpts from the Florida 

Today, 1991 
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Kermit creating a bust 

  

  

 

The above picture is the "Peace Offering" of a large wood carving in 

gratitude for the peaceful border between the U.S. and Canada on exhibition 

in Amhurstburg, Ontario, Canada. left to right - U.S. Secretary of State 

Hubbard in charge of Canadian Affairs; Canadian Secretary of State Frank 

Martin, Congressman James D. Weaver, R. PA, Secretary of State Dean Rusk; 

Kermit Hobson Hawkins; Banker Sumner Nickholz(?), Erie PA; Rear Admiral 

Piers, Naval Attache Canadian Embassy, Washington, D.C. The peace offering 

was paid by John F. Kennedy. 
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At a ceremony in the State Department on September 7th, Secretary of State 

Dean Rusk (right) presented Paul Martin, Canadian Secretary of State for 

External Affairs (left), a plaque commemorating 150 years of "Peaceful 

Borders Between the United States and Canada." "It has almost become trite to 

talk about this undefended border" between the two countries, Rusk said, "We 

dare not let this idea be taken for granted." 

The presence of Aristotle symbolizes that portion of his philosophy which 

holds that democracy cannot be truly realized in a nation as long as it is 

necessary for the nation to defend its borders against its neighbors." With 

these historical remarks, secretary of state Dean Rusk presented a plaque 

commemorating the 150 years of peaceful borders between the U.S. and Canada. 

Before a star-studded international group in the main reception room of the 

State Department, Secretary Rusk called the plaque commissioned by the Perry 

Sesquicentennial Committee to Erie native Kermit Hawkins a symbol of 

friendship that links two great friendly powers together. The Perry 

Sesquicentennial Celebration sponsored by the city of Erie, PA, where the 

fleet commanded by Commodore Aliver Hazard Perry was based during the War of 

1812. That was the last war in which the U.S./Canadian border was involved in 

a conflict. 

The plaque Rusk presented was a walnut carving done by sculptor Kermit 

Hawkins with figures of Artistotle, a female figure symbolizing liberty and a 

likeness of a Royal Canadian mounted policemen. - excerpts from Times-News 

Washington & Lowell Sunday Sun, 1963 

"My father was the artist who sculpted the "sheik" out of fiberglass. He was 

also the master model maker for Marx Toys Co., in Erie, Pennsylvania. Perhaps 

his most famous toy was the original "G.I. Joe." I watched him work on it. He 

said that it was a toy for boys and it "would never sell." 

On the back of the picture where he is connecting an arm and one can see the 

hips of the Sheik, he wrote, 'Sweetie, I guess you know this is the largest 

full figure statue west of the Mississippi and second only to the Statue of 

Library in the U.S." On the back of the picture with the step-ladder, he 

wrote 'Petty claim to fame - I can sculpt a little - real claim to fame - I'm 

Carol's father.' What a romantic, what a gentleman. The women adored him. 
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I don't remember Daddy every having helpers on any of his pieces except when 

he was dying and was taking forever to sculpt, also in fiberglass, the large 

Risen Christ for Melbourne, FL. The piece was the worst he ever sculpted 

because he had help and just want to finish it before he died. 

Mother and Daddy were divorced and I was a sophomore in high school in Iowa 

City, Iowa so I didn't see the sheik being built. 

He died in Melbourne, Florida. My half brother Kermit Lee and I barely 

arrived on time to say goodbye. He passed on later in the night of the only 

occasion ever when he stayed all day in bed. His third wife, Helen, called 

her parish priest to pray with him. The last words Daddy ever spoke, ever so 

sweetly, were "God bless you too, Father." 

Although he lived most of his life away from the South, he never lost his 

very marked Alabama accent. His last, and very painful illness lasted for 

many years, but he would not see a doctor, nor did he ever take any medicine. 

When people were around he would smile and say he felt 'jus' fine!' Then he 

would leave the room to sit on 'dee po'ch' and lament, 'This ol' worl' and 

one mo'!' He always had a workbench on 'dee po'ch' and there was always a 

large Bible on the workbench. I can see him now, during those last years: he 

was 5'10" and could not have weighed over 100 pounds. His blue eyes never 

faded. He had hair like polished silver, catching every ray of light. Florida 

was too hot for him and so he only dressed in shorts, with no shoes or shirt. 

He rigged the American flag on a palm tree. At attention, saluting the flag, 

he was a picture that should have been caught by an artist; the frail old 

Marine, only in shorts, his back to me, he would raise the flag every 

morning, and lower it every dusk and then he played taps on his harmonica. 

How does anyone fighting in the Asiatic Pacific during WWII ever return 

alive? How did daddy return with many ribbons, but no wounds, no tattoos, no 

salty military words? He would not even tolerate an unkind word about another 

person. Hobson was markedly a very Semper Fi Southern gentleman. 

He walked 'funny' though. He glided. His head did not bob up and down, not 

even when he was an old man. Then I remembered! He was in the crack Marine 

Band in Quantico, VA, all of those marches, drilling, and complicated 

maneuvers; he would walk no other way than that of a seasoned dancer. He 

played second coronet. And, I think, any woman he met played second fiddle to 

his second cornet. A musician since childhood in Phoenix City, AL, going to 

and from the music academy, he had to hide his music under his shirt in order 

not to be beat up by the neighborhood bullies who could not understand that a 

real man could read music. 

At home Hobson usually sat outside, even during his many years in Erie, PA. 

Sometimes during a snowstorm you could find him sitting, with no coat on, in 

the yard on a bench staring at a fire in the barbecue pit. His passionate 

patriotism, his pride in our country's history, in the family history, and 

his love for the South, would somehow snag his visitor into a discussion of 

at least one of these subjects. He was an easy-going, mild-mannered man, and 

so it would get a little scary when he spoke with such anger about Andrew 

Jackson, 'the meanest president this country ever had!' Then he would 

explain, touching on the unspeakable horrors of the Trail of Tears. 
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Daddy had first entered the Marines on January 13, 1934, and was discharged 

January 12, 1938. He reenlisted on January 13, 1938, and was discharged on 

March 7, 1941. Because of WWII he reenlisted on April 13, 1944 and was 

discharged on April 22, 1946. During the war he served in the Asiatic Pacific 

area. 

Between battles and maneuvers he began his career as a sculptor during his 

stint in the Pacific. With his Marine knife he carved statues out of the hard 

Pacific wood so that he would have gifts to send home to the family for 

Christmas. 

Ever the Marine, his coffin draped with 'Old Glory,' h was buried in 

Melbourne, FL on Veterans' Day in 1991." - Carol Hawkins, April, 2005 

 

 

ROUVAUN 

The following is taken from a 1969 Dunes Article, as well as other sources of 

information, but Rouvaun's son, Chandler, gave me some interesting facts that 

I have weaved through this article. Thanks Chandler! 

  

  

Welsh/Irish/German Jim Haun was born in Bingham, Utah on February 9, 1932. At 

4 years old Haun was enrolled in Franchon and Marco Musical School in Salt 

Lake City. His first instructor was Mrs. Grace Evans of Salt Lake City. He 

continued his studies with her until he was 14. 

Starting at the age of 5, Haun sang in church, over radio and television, at 

private parties, with he Salt Lake City Tabernacle Choir and with Conductor 

Eugene Jelesnik's symphony orchestra. 

From the age of 7 to 10, Haun sang at Saltair on the shore of the Great Salt 

Lake. Radio station KSL remembers his participation in the Evans Sisters 

show. At age 10, he toured the state of Utah to help sell war bonds. His most 

popular number then, according to Mrs. Evans, was Without a Song. He would 

also go over to the Bushnell General Hospital in Brigham City every Sunday 

and sing for wounded WWII personnel. (In 1969, the hospital turned into a 

school for Indians under the Bureau of Indian Affairs). 
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As a youth, Rouvaun would go rabbit hunting in Skull Valley, about 120 miles 

away. He'd go deer hunting in the Maple Mountains or Butterfield Canyon or 

Fish Lake up Utah way. 

Haun met "Pat" (real name is Priscilla) and together they attended Woodrow 

Wilson Grade School, Irvine Junior High School, and South High School in Salt 

Lake City. Haun married Pat in 1952. 

  

  

In 1955, Haun studied under the late, great Mario Chamlee, former Met tenor 

of the Caruso era. He also studied with Mario Silva, Mario Lanza's former 

coach. It was also during this year that his father passed away. His father 

worked for the Kennecott Copper Company. 

From 1957 to 1959, Haun was in the Army's special services division, touring 

the Far East. He was proud of his Army Special Achievement Award. When he got 

out, he and Pat went to Hollywood where he sang with the Los Angeles 

Conservatory of Music and the Beverly Hills Opera Company. 

The Korean War was nearing the end and word went out that the Special 

Services branch of the Army was going to put on a serviceman's show. Rouvaun 

was solidly entrenched in the front lines. One might say that he was fox-

holed, but good, and under withering fire most of the time. But, Army 

paperwork being what it is, Rouvaun got word that he as eligible to try out 

for the show. Loaded with "ammo," grimy and weary from his front-line 

service, Rouvaun made his way to the rear echelon. He auditioned before a 

crisply-clad committee which appeared to be entirely disinterested in his 

performance. About the only thing they said to him was: "Is that gun of yours 

loaded with live ammo?" . . . When he got back to his outfit, Rouvaun told 

his buddies that he had failed to make the grade. But a few days later, he 

got the word that he was accepted and he ended up touring the entire Orient 

with the service show. "I was just plain James Haun from Salt Lake City in 

those days," he recalled. 

In 1962, Rouvaun auditioned for the Metropolitan Opera Company in New York. 

He rated an excellent in every category. The response was "But we don't need 

a tenor right now. What we're looking for is a basso profundo." 

In approximately 1966, Rouvaun joined the Las Vegas scene. Without fanfare, 

Rouvaun was dropped into the star spot of the 100-person Frederic Apcar 

French stage spectacular Casino de Paris which debuted on February 3, 1967. 

He was an overnight sensation. When he accepted the contract he was the 

Assistant Manager of the Los Angeles Plywood Company. He was studying music 

on the side. A good part of the family income went into expensive vocal 
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lessons with leading west coast coaches. By this time, Rouvaun and Pat had 

three children, James Haun, Jr., Mindy, and Chandler. 

Rouvaun is pronounced Rove-On. The name was decided upon after a session with 

a numerologist. It fit handsomely on the giant Dunes show panel. The letters 

were five feet tall. Rouvaun stopped now and then to take another look at he 

sign and shake his head in disbelief. 

Before his Dunes engagement, Rouvaun never had received show billing. In 

Vegas, where the big gamble for the big stake is commonplace, the Dunes 

management made the biggest long shot, long-odds toss of the dice in the 

history of the Strip when it took this untried singer of songs and put him on 

top of his show, reportedly the most costly stage production since time 

began. 

  

  

Six hours of band rehearsal. This is all. Besides singing, he had to adapt to 

the staging which necessitated dialogue, a score of minutely-times cues, on-

stage costume changes and curtain speeches. 

  

  

But it was a jack-pot. Rouvaun had the critics dancing in the streets. TV 

producers issued lucrative invites and so it came to pass that a star of 

first magnitude was born. After hearing him at the Dunes, one major recording 

company executive wrote the Dunes President: "Rouvaun may well turn out to be 

the eighth wonder of the world." 

Rouvaun was almost six feet tall, weighed about 170 pounds and had a neck 

size that swelled up to a full 17 when he is hitting the big notes. He was 

blonde, blue-eyed, had expressive hands and the appeal of a Steve McQueen. 

The following pictures are from 1967 depicting his wife Priscilla (Pat), his 

children, Chandler (on Pat's lap), Jamie, Mindy, and family poodle Coco. 

(Many thanks to Chandler for giving me the date of these). 
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In school, he played guard on the basketball team. In sports in 1969, his 

preference was for the Baltimore Colts in football, and the Los Angeles 

Dodgers in baseball. His singing idol of the past is Mario Lanza. Today it's 

the handsome Robert Goulet. Stan Kenton is his jazz favorite. He loves sleek 

foreign cars, fishing and target shooting. He likes to do seascapes and 

landscapes in oil. 

Rouvaun closed his first triumphant 6-month Dunes engagement in mid-June 

1967, and returned to Dunes in December of 1967 to star again for an 

additional half-year in the all-new Casino de Paris. When he closed, he 

embarked on a series of big-city and foreign concerts, TV appearances, night 

club engagements and recording sessions with RCA. 

Rouvaun's three RCA albums, The Sound of Rouvaun, Walk Into My Life, and From 

The Heart of a Man, climbed steadily up the charts. His RCA recording 

producer, Joe Reisman, says he will be conducting a steady series of waxing 

sessions which indicates that within the next several years there will be at 

least a dozen albums on the market. 
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Rouvaun made his national TV debut on the Ed Sullivan show, and according to 

the Ashley Famous booking agency, "Rouvaun has had precious little rest since 

them." Several months ago he made a special guest appearance on the Jack 

Benny Birthday TV Special which added further impetus to his career. 

Just before returning to the Dunes for his third record-shattering starring 

appearance in Casino de Paris, Rouvaun enjoyed seeing his name in lights at 

the Ambassador Hotel in Los Angeles. His Coconut Grove appearance had critics 

dancing in the streets, and the big nightly crowds on their feet with 

standing ovations, we are told. 

Rouvaun's recording career lasted 7 albums, his debut album came out in 1966 

under the Norman Kaye/Tony Alamo label Kalamo. The next 6 were for RCA 

covering the years '67 - '71. After his contract was up, he formed his own 

label, Bue-Vaun, and released his last single in '73. He toured extensively 

throughout the United States, Canada, Mexico, Australia and South Africa 

until his illness became apparent in August '74. My father suffered from a 

prolonged illness brought about by contracting Hepatitis while on tour in 

South Africa. The next year was spent in and out of hospitals. He performed 

one final "comeback" show in Pomona, CA, then died four weeks later. It 

devastated him. For a year and a half he was in and out of comas, and his 

determination to sing again was what destroyed his esophagus and ultimately 

caused his death. He married my mom in 1952 and they stayed married 

throughout his life, she only missed four of his performances! They had three 

children, Mindy in 1955, James in 1959 and myself in 1966. My brother is a 

film/commercial scorer who lives in the LA area, my sister works at a law 

firm in Mission Viejo and I toil away at my retail management job in Newport 

Beach living the life of a frustrated musician. My mother also works as a 

legal secretary in Mission Viejo, semi-retired. 

Rouvaun died on December 29, 1975, at Valley Hospital in Las Vegas from 

massive internal hemorrhaging from a ruptured esophagus. He's buried at 

Paradise Memorial Gardens in Las Vegas." - Chandler Haun, 2002 
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ROUVAUN SURE HIT AT DUNES HOTEL  

Taken from a 1968 Fabulous Las Vegas Magazine written by Phil Solomon 

A little over a year ago, Major Riddle and Charles Rich, Dunes Hotel execs 

took a gamble on an unknown singer and made him a star overnight in the 

French spectacular, Casino de Paris. 

The singer was James Haun, who became Rouvaun for a show business career. 

Today, he is the brightest young singing find in the nation and should be the 

biggest thing of our time. His popularity picked up and now is jam packing 

the twice a night Casino de Paris show. 

Just 15 months ago, Rouvaun was working for a lumber firm in Los Angeles and 

in his spare time he studied music, spending quite a bit of his income for 

vocal lessons. It wasn't easy for a father of three children. 

In a short span of time Rouvaun is a relaxed singer with an impact of 

responsibility. He was at the right place at the right time for star billing. 

Getting top billing was a dream and never did he think that his career would 

start at the top in the entertainment capital of the world. 

The two men behind Rouvaun are Norman Kaye, formerly of the Mary Kaye Trio 

and millionaire Richard Tam. The odds were against all of them. 

Many show critics that have seen Rouvaun work compare him with Enrico Caruso 

and Mario Lanza. The writers fail to realize that Rouvaun is a tenor which 

matters very little. He sure can sing up a storm. 

The new discovery is polished now and can sing classics or pops with the best 

in show business. He went from rags to riches. Riddle and Rich have Rouvaun 

signed through 1970. If all the options are picked up the new vocalist will 

reach the $25,000 a week class. 

It's hard to believe that a new star was born overnight, but it's true and 

very deserving. 

This new Casino de Paris is the best of the lot and figures to do capacity 

business for the entire stay. We recommend it as a must see show. 
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DUNES EMPLOYEES 1980 

Director of Tour & Travel. Moon's experience w/the hospitality & travel 

industries dates back to 1969 at the Sahara where she supervised the bell 

desk & guest relations. She is an advisor for the Board of Directors of the 

Women's Convention Sales Association of LV. 

  

   

Dave Bradley - Director of Publicity & Special Events, was a 17 

year Las Vegas newspaper & public relations specialist. In 1962 

he started as a reporter for LV Sun serving 3 years as City 

Editor. Also was Director of Publicity for Sahara & for year 

operated his own promotional firm. Bradley left as Director of 

Advertising and Public Relations for Caesars Palace. He founded 

& edited Caesars Palace Tribuna. He is now editor of the Oasis. 

  

  

 

  

   

Marvin "Lefty" Kaplan & Hans Hersel - Heads of Food & Beverage 

Depts. - Kaplan began his career in 1954 as a bar porter at the 

Sands. Promoted to bartender in 1955, he stayed at the Sands 

until 1966 when he moved to Caesars as Assistant Bar Manager. 

Hersel was formerly Executive Chef & has been with Dunes since 

1973. Native of Cologne, Germany, he came to U.S. in 1964 & 

became an Executive Chef in Pueblo, CO. Until his appointment, 

Hersel had overseen every food operation at Dunes including Dome 

of the Sea, Top O' The Dunes, & Sultan's Table. 

  

   

Valerie Moon - 

  

   

Gene Kilroy - Executive Assistant to Morris Shenker. Kilroy had 

an extensive background in working with the national media, 

promotion in professional boxing & other sports fields as well 

as having worked w/industrial & travel groups. Kilroy's plans 

including expanding the sports programs & other special events & 

celebrity programs. 

  

   

Vi Kaufman - Special Assistant to General Manager Robert 

Vannucci. She was 23 year employee at Dunes. She was Room 

Reservations Manager since 1956. She coordinated junket bookings 

& administer the new casino relations area. 

  

Richard Lance - Safety Director. He was a 1973 UNLV graduate and 

was workers compensation manager for The Gibbens Co., Inc. He 

was married & had 3 children. 
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Dan McCleod - Sales Director. He was 12 year specialist in the 

leisure industry. He was previously Director of Sales at the 

Jockey Club, and served in executive capacities at National Care 

Rental, American Leisure & American Rent-A-Car. He was a member 

of Hotel Sales Management Association, SKAL Club, American 

Society of Association Executive & National Association of 

Exhibit Managers. 

  

   

Paul Spence - Director of Sales. He spearheaded an aggressive 

new sales program. He was a specialist for 25 years in the 

resort industry. He worked 4 years as National Sales Manager of 

Aladdin. Before that he was affiliated with the Cadillac & Del 

Web Corporations for a total of 16 years. During that time he 

held positions from bellman at Mountain Shadows in Scottsdale to 

General Manager at Century Plaza in Taipai, Taiwan. 

  

   

James E. Tate, Sr. - Assistant Beverage Director. He worked for 

Dunes for 13 years previously as Convention Service Manager. "I 

feel very good about the promotion." 

  

   

Joe Unrot - 21 Day Floorman 

  

   

Sharon Rennie - 21 Dealer, Swing Shift is a freelance cartoonist 

on the side. 

  

   

Lucille Carter - 21 Dealer Day Shift, is also involved in real 

estate. 

  

   

Wayne Crawley - 21 Floorman Day Shift, received a Congressional 

gold medal from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency for 

unusual dedication, exceptional enthusiasm & selfless efforts on 

behalf of the goal of improving the water quality of the 

nation's lakes. During the one year project, Crawley worked 300 

days, 16 hours a day as Chief Aerial Mechanic. 
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Ben Riggio - Day Shift Boss was a licensed ham radio operator. h 

e reports that he has made contact with 227 countries. 

  

   

Kitty Beechek - 21 Dealer Day Shift was the youngest grandmother 

at Dunes. 

  

   

Burt Perelman - 21 Floorman Day Shift appeared as the cigar-

smoking 21 player with Freddie Sales on the Dunes in-house 

Channel 6. He had been in 4 movies filmed at the hotel but has 

never seen himself. 

  

   

Jimmy LoVullo - 21 Dealer Day Shift was also a piano player with 

an ever-improving voice. He also fancied himself as a gourmet 

cook. 

  

   

Ray Mouriks - 21 Dealer Day Shift was 65 years old and the 

former show business great reported that he bicycled an average 

of 20 miles a day. 

 Steve Lake - 21 Dealer was the casino correspondent for the 

Oasis Magazine. 

  

   

Patti Hoff - 21 Dealer Day Shift was also active in the Boy 

Scout organization as a dean leader in charge of 9 youngsters 8-

9 years old. 

  

   

Al Galasso - Mixologist at Top O' the Dunes. 

  

Paul Leroux - Chef at Sultan's Table. 
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Bobby O'Connell - Showroom Captain 

  

   

Freddie Schilling - Dome of the Sea Maitre d' 

  

   

Nancy Smith - Slot Department Cocktail Waitress 

  

   

Kathryn Gilroy - Cocktail Waitress 

  

   

Lorraine Fisher - Reservations for Casino de Paris 

  

   

Jeanne Crawford - Savoy Room Hostess. 

 


